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U.S. Action Group dreaming
of re-enacting 1953 coup: Zarif

P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Foreign
d
e
s
k Minister Mohammad
Javad Zarif on Sunday censured the U.S.
government for setting up a team to ramp
up pressure against Iran, saying it is yet
another plot, similar to the 1953 coup,
to overthrow the Iranian government.
“65 years ago today, the U.S. overthrew the popularly elected democratic
government of Dr. Mossadegh, restoring

the dictatorship & subjugating Iranians for
the next 25 years. Now an ‘Action Group’
dreams of doing the same through pressure,
misinformation & demagoguery. Never
again,” Zarif tweeted.
U.S. State Secretary Mike Pompeo announced on Thursday that the U.S. State
Department has formed an “Iran Action
Group” to coordinate and run an aggressive
U.S. policy toward the Islamic Republic.

Iran says no OPEC member can take
other member’s share of oil exports
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN— No OPEC
d
e
s
k member country can
take over another member’s share of oil
exports, Iran’s permanent envoy to Vienna-based international organizations said
in a meeting with OPEC Secretary-General
Mohammad Barkindo on Sunday.
Kazem Gharibabadi made the remarks
referring to Saudi Arabia’s offer to pump
more oil in the face of U.S. sanctions on
Iranian oil sales, Shana reported.
“No country is allowed to take over the

share of other members for production
and exports of oil under any circumstance,
and the OPEC Ministerial Conference has
not issued any license for such actions,”
the envoy said.
In May, U.S. president pulled out of
an international nuclear deal with Iran
and announced sanctions against the
country. Washington is pushing allies
to cut imports of Iranian oil to zero and
will impose a new round of sanctions on
Iranian oil sales in November.

Nasrallah, Houthi delegation
discuss Yemen situation
Sputnik

Hezbollah Secretary-General Sayyed
Hasan Nasrallah discussed the situation
in Yemen with a Houthi delegation, a
statement from Hezbollah’s media office reported.
The statement, released Sunday, said
that Nasrallah met with the delegation,

ARTICLE

Trump’s Terrible
Mistake

T

he strategic and unjustifiable mistake
of the United States President, Donald Trump, in his withdrawal from
the nuclear deal and imposing secondary
sanctions against Iran, is now discussed in
different circles. Many western media and
news sources speak of Trump’s terrible
mistake in this regard.
They believe that by this decision,
Trump was isolated in the international
system, and failed to have other players’
agreement in cooperating with him to
put sanctions on Iran, and thus failed to
achieve his economic goals against the
Islamic Republic. In other words, Western
media and analysts believe that, despite
the fact that Trump’s economic pressures
on Iran are more severe than in the time
of Obama, he will be less successful than
his predecessor in pursuing his economic
goals in confrontation with Tehran.
Recently, the Financial Times emphasized in a statement that “this newspaper supported the Iran nuclear deal
and continues to believe that the Trump
administration was wrong to abandon an
agreement that halted Iran’s progress towards nuclear weapons.”
Trump’s mistake in pulling out of the
nuclear deal and opposing Iran can be
analyzed both politically and economically.
Trump’s European allies believe that by
walking out of the nuclear deal, the U.S.
president, has actually put the principle
of multilateralism in the international
system under question.
Financial Times writes accordingly;
“President Donald Trump’s offer to Tehran
of unconditional talks suggests that the
diplomatic path has not been totally cut off.
Iran will be extremely reluctant to make
further concessions on the nuclear issue
and is unlikely to abandon its regional
allies in Syria, Lebanon and Iraq.”
The Financial Times then continues
and emphasizes on the overall support of
European countries for the continuation
of the nuclear deal with Iran. This newspaper has written that Britain, along with
France and Germany, promised to remain
as part of the nuclear deal and to support
companies that are investing in Iran.
The FT states that “The main weapon
the EU has developed is an updated version
of a “blocking statute” originally drawn
up in the 1990s to counter U.S. sanctions
on Iran, Libya and Cuba. 7

ARTICLE

Taliban talks with U.S. strictly aimed at ending occupation: Mujahid

TEHRAN (MNA) — An official spokesman for
the Taliban, Zabiullah Mujahid, told Mehr News
that the war in Afghanistan is under the control
of Americans, saying Taliban’s talks with US aims
at ending the occupation.
Reports indicate that the Taliban militant group
in Afghanistan is in talks with the United States,
which, according to Taliban members, are being
conducted with consultations with Afghanistan’s
government.
In an exclusive interview with Mehr News
Agency, an official spokesman for the Taliban,
Zabiullah Mujahid, did not confirm the news
about U.S. negotiations with Taliban in Doha,
but stressed that Taliban seeks to hold direct

talks with U.S., as the main side to Afghanistan’s
occupation, on the withdrawal of foreign troops
from the war-torn country.

Mujahid maintained that the U.S. occupation
of Afghanistan has caused irrevocable damage
to the country, and that is why Taliban intends
to put an end to the occupation in order to stop
the continuation of Afghanistan’s destruction.
He warned the U.S. that if negotiations failed
to achieve results, they would push American
troops out of Afghanistan by force.
He added that the U.S. must determine a specific time for the exit of its troops from Afghanistan
during its talks with Taliban.
Mujahid further noted that talks with Afghanistan’s government would not be fruitful,
because the national unity government is under
occupation of foreign powers.

EU “Blocking Statute” is not guarantee for business with Iran: Jenkins

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
By Javad Heirannia

TEHRAN — Peter Jenkins, former UK Ambassador to the IAEA and UN says that “This is
that most European firms which have business
interests in the United States do not consider
that the EU’s latest “Blocking Statute” gives them
adequate protection.”
Former associate fellow of the Geneva Centre
for Security Policy also adds that “They fear that
if they continue to do business with or in Iran,
the U.S. government will impose on them very
heavy fines, and that they will have no option
but to pay those fines if they wish to continue to
trade with or in the United States.”
Following is the full text of the interview:
Some argue that the European Union laws

does not have an effect to protect Iran against the
impact of U.S. sanctions. In other words, the law
is a new version of the “Blocking Statute” that
the European Union approved in 1996 to protect
Cuba against U.S. sanctions. In your opinion,
how much this law is effectiveness to protect
Iran against U.S. sanctions?
A: This is that most European firms which
have business interests in the United States do not
consider that the EU’s latest “Blocking Statute”
gives them adequate protection. They fear that
if they continue to do business with or in Iran,
the U.S. government will impose on them very
heavy fines, and that they will have no option
but to pay those fines if they wish to continue
to trade with or in the United States. This risk
of heavy U.S. fines is likely to induce them to
withdraw from the Iranian market or refrain

from entering it.
An alternative would be to withdraw from
the U.S. market, but for most of those firms the
U.S. market offers larger financial returns or potential returns than does the Iranian market;
so withdrawing from the U.S. market would be
irrational. However, there are some European
firms that do not have a commercial presence
in the United States or indeed any U.S. business
interest. My impression is that these firms do not
see U.S. sanctions as a threat to their profitability
or survival. Some of them are therefore likely to
retain an interest in doing business with or in Iran.
Previously, in 1996, without the Europe
support, America put sanction on Cuba, and
Europe did not accept these sanctions. Nowadays Is Europe still able to resist U.S. sanctions
against Iran? 7

Thousands
bid farewell to
legendary actor
Ezzatollah
Entezami
By Manijeh Rezapoor
Tehran Times/ Mohammadreza Abbasi

Hanif Ghaffari
Political analyst

headed by spokesperson Mohammad
Abdel-Salam.
On Saturday, the media office of Ansarullah - another name for the Houthis
- tweeted video coverage of the Nasrallah
meeting from the group’s Al Masirah TV
channel. 1 3

Actor Parviz Parastui speaks during the funeral of his colleague, Ezzatollah Entezami.

TEHRAN — Friends and fans joined Ezzatollah Entezami’s family in the courtyard of
Tehran’s Vahdat Hall on Saturday to attend
the funeral of the legendary actor who died
on Friday at the age of 94.
Entezami was one of Iran’s golden generation of actors such as Davud Rashidi, Mohammad-Ali Keshavarz, Ali Nasirian and Jamshid
Mashyekhi, who began his career in acting with
traditional Iranian performances.
Actor Parviz Parastui, who served as the
host of the funeral ceremony, said that no
one can replace Entezami in Iranian cinema
and added, “He embraced a world of acting
secrets and mysteries within himself.” 1 6

Hamid Bayati
Tehran Times journalist

Trump knows
Europe as an
enemy!

P

resident Donald Trump of the
United States has kept the White
House pressures on the European
Union. This has led to dissatisfaction of
US European partners from Washington.Many analysts of the international
affairs have recently had a special focus
on US-EU relations! Some signals and
speeches by the President of the United States which are addressed to the
European authorities indicate the full
opposition of the White House to the
European Union.
Over the past few weeks, there had
been news about the specific talks between
the President of the United States and
some of the European Union’s member
states. Trump called on French President
“Emmanuel Macron” to leave the European Union and thus build wider bilateral
relations with the United States!
Undoubtedly, there will soon be
more economic disputes between
America and Europe. In other words,
the Trade war between these two will
become more intense in near future.
Furthermore, countries like China
and Canada will also enter this confrontation with the United States. At
their most recent meeting, European
officials argued that they have the right
to respond to Trump’s actions.
However, some European authorities, including Theresa May, believed
that amid the existing disagreements
raised between Brussels and Washington, EU leaders should attempt to
negotiate and hold talks with Trump!
Obviously, the British Prime Minister’s
views can’t be accepted by other European players, and that’s because now
Britain is on the brink of leaving the
European Union, and this country has
now become a symbol of inconsistency
in this block.
Trump’s negative attitude towards the
European Union does not end there. The
EU is one of the biggest foes of the U.S.,
President Donald Trump said just ahead
of his meeting with Russian President
Vladimir Putin.
In an interview with CBS Evening News
anchor Jeff Glor in Scotland, released on
Sunday, Trump was asked to identify his
“biggest foe globally right now.” 7
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P O L I T I C S
MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
New chief of

Islamic Dissemination

Organization
named

P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — In a decree released
d
e
s
k on Sunday, Leader of the Islamic
Revolution Ayatollah Ali Khamenei appointed
Hojjatoleslam Sheikh Mohammad Qomi as the new
chief of the Islamic Ideology Dissemination Organization.
Qomi replaced Hojatoleslam Seyed Mahdi Khamoushi
who held the post for more than a decade.
In his decree the Leader said, “It is necessary that
all country’s officials and different institutes back
the organization for a better running of its important
responsibilities.”

Palermo bill
to be reviewed
by Expediency
Council
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Abbasali Kadkhodaei,
d
e
s
k spokesman of the Guardian Council,
said on Sunday that the Palermo bill will be reviewed by
the Expediency Council, ISNA reported.
Back in January, the parliament passed the Palermo
bill in order to join the United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime (UNTOC).
In May, Kadkhodaei said the bill has been thoroughly
reviewed by the Guardian Council, adding that there are
numerous problems within the bill which the parliament
has been informed about. He further said the problems
are mostly mistakes in translation.

Parliament
committee reviews
Iran lawsuits
against U.S.
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Majlis National Securid
e
s
k ty and Foreign Policy Committee on
Sunday reviewed the lawsuits filed by the Iranian government against the U.S. at the International Court of
Justice, IRNA reported.
The committee’s spokesman Ali Najafi Khashroudi said
members of the committee discussed the latest status of the
two cases filed by Iran against the U.S. at the ICJ.
He added that the U.S. withdrawal from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) and its re-imposition of
sanctions against Iran were discussed as well.

Mahdi Tehranchi
named IAU
president
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — The Islamic Azad Univerd
e
s
k sity (IAU) Board of Trustees have elected
Mohammad Mahdi Tehranchi as the new president of the
IAU, Tasnim reported on Sunday.
Tehranchi served as the president of Shahid Beheshti
University and Islamic Azad universities in Tehran. He also
acted as deputy chief of the Science and Technology Research
Center of the Expediency Council.
He was elected during a meeting attended by the majority
of the IAU Board of Trustees, replacing Farhad Rahbar who
served as the IAU president from July 16, 2017 to August
19, 2018.

Iran chamber of
commerce calls
for joining FATF
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Iran Chamber of Commerce,
d
e
s
k Industries, Mines and Agriculture (ICCIMA) has called on the Iranian establishment to join the
Financial Action Task Force (FATF) to repair financial ties
with the world, ISNA reported on Sunday.
“Given that not being on the list of countries approved
by the FATF is an undeniable problem and it will lead to a
significant reduction in financial relations with Iran, the Iran
Chamber of Commerce, Industries, Mines and Agriculture,
according to the private sector’s opinions, wants Iran to join
this group,” the ICCIMA said in a statement.
Iran has less than two months to adopt financial reforms
proposed by the FATF as part of efforts to improve connections to the international banking and trade system.

‘U.S. concerned
about possible
election
meddling by Iran’
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — U.S. National Security Add
e
s
k viser John Bolton said on Sunday that the
U.S. is concerned about possible election meddling by Iran,
Russia, China and North Korea.
“I can say definitively that it’s a sufficient national security concern about Chinese meddling, Iranian meddling
and North Korean meddling that we’re taking steps to
try to prevent it, so it’s all four of those countries, really,”
Bolton told ABC News.
“I’m not going to get into the - what I’ve seen or haven’t
seen, but I’m telling you, looking at the 2018 election,
those are the four countries that we’re most concerned
about,” he added.
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U.S. wickedness in 1953 coup is now
seen toward nuclear issue: Larijani

P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Iranid
e
s
k an Majlis Speaker Ali
Larijani said on Sunday that the U.S.
“wickedness” in the 1953 coup is now
noticed in Iran’s nuclear issue and defense capabilities.
“Imperialist wickedness is seen in another forms in the issues of Iran’s nuclear
program and defense power,” he said
in an open session of the parliament.
The U.S. and Britain jointly orchestrated the 1953 coup against the democratically elected government of Mohammad Mossadeq after he succeeded
to nationalize oil industry.
Larijani noted that the Iranians will
follow the right path and foil all the plots
through unity and under the guidance of
Leader of the Islamic Revolution.
U.S. President Donald Trump withdrew Washington from the nuclear deal
on May 8 and ordered restoration of
sanctions against Iran.
The first batch of sanctions was
snapped back on Monday, August 6.
The second batch will be restored on
November 4.
This came despite the fact that the
International Atomic Energy Agency has
issued many reports each time confirming
Iran’s commitment to the terms of the
nuclear agreement.
Some analysts argue that Washington
has a hidden agenda behind its pullout
from the UN backed nuclear accord. They

cite Trump’s choice of Mike Pompeo as
secretary of state and John Bolton as
national security advisor are proof that
he seeks regime change in Iran.
On Sunday, Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif censured the U.S.

government for setting up a team to ramp
up pressure against Iran, saying it is yet
another plot, similar to the 1953 coup,
to overthrow the Iranian government.
“65 years ago today, the U.S. overthrew
the popularly elected democratic gov-

ernment of Dr. Mossadegh, restoring the
dictatorship & subjugating Iranians for
the next 25 years. Now an ‘Action Group’
dreams of doing the same through pressure, misinformation & demagoguery.
Never again,” Zarif tweeted.

Defense Ministry prioritizes missile
power: Hatami

Jahangiri says reducing sanctions
impact a ‘top priority’

P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Iranid
e
s
k an Defense Minister
Amir Hatami said late on Saturday
that the ministry under his leadership
promotes missile power as first priority
and air defense as second.
“Our priority in the Defense Ministry
is missile power and then air defense.
Along with that we focus on aerial,
naval and ground power,” he said in
a televised interview.
“We promote our missiles based on
threats and for deterrent purposes,”
the defense chief remarked.
He added, “Proxy wars in the region
showed that we must pay attention to
ground forces’ power. We make efforts
to keep balance among our defense
power’s elements.”
The minister said that the home-made
Bavar 373 missile shield has passed final
tests and will be delivered to the armed
forces by the end of the Iranian calendar
year, which falls on March 20, 2019.
He also said the newest homemade
fighter aircraft will be unveiled on
Wednesday.

P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Vice Presd
e
s
k ident Es’haq Jahangiri
said late on Saturday that effective management and reducing the impact of U.S.
sanctions on people are among the top
priorities of the Rouhani administration.
During a meeting with a group of
young economists, Jahangiri said certain
mechanisms are needed to minimize
the impact of sanctions on ordinary
people’s livelihood as well as business
enterprises, IRIB news reported.
He also asked the economists present at the meeting to make use of all
their scientific potential and propose
executable solutions to the government
for resolving economic issues and countering the impact of sanctions.
The United States has ramped up
pressure on Iran after President Trump
withdrew Washington in May from the
landmark Iran nuclear agreement, known
as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
(JCPOA), and ordered the re-imposition
of unilateral sanctions against Tehran.
U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said on May 21 that Washington will

Hatami added that Karrar tank
has been given to the armed forces
for final tests.
On August 13 the Defense Ministry
unveiled a new generation of homemade pin-pointing missile named
“Fateh Mobin”. The radar-evading,
tactical and pin-pointing missile
is equipped with an advanced and
smart explorer and is also capable
of penetrating anti-missile defense
shields.

increase the financial pressure on Iran
by imposing the “strongest sanctions
in history” on the Islamic Republic if
Tehran refuses to change the course of
its foreign and domestic policy.
The Iranian vice president said in July
that the Islamic Republic will forcefully
resist against the U.S. economic war.
“Given the enemy’s economic war, we
will face new and difficult conditions
and must stand against this war with
full power,” Jahangiri asserted.

Zarif says Europe has not taken enough practical actions to preserve nuclear deal

P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Iranian Foreign Minisd
e
s
k ter Mohammad Javad Zarif has said
that Europe has not taken enough practical actions
to preserve the 2015 nuclear deal, known as the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action.
Europe’s political determination should be accompanied
by practical actions, Zarif told Young Journalists Club in
an interview published on Sunday.
“From our viewpoint, Europe’s actions are adopting position rather than practical acts,” the chief diplomat remarked.
He noted that Iran has announced its expectations
and Europeans have taken a number of actions, but their
acts have not been enough.
U.S. President Donald Trump withdrew Washington
from the nuclear deal on May 8 and ordered restoration
of sanctions against Iran.
The first batch of sanctions was snapped back on Monday,
August 6. The second batch will be restored on November 4.

‘Move beyond words’
In similar remarks on August 15, Zarif said Europe

has so far lived up to its commitments, but they have to
“move beyond words”.
“The Europeans say the JCPOA is a security achievement
for them. Well, you ought to pay for your security. No one
finds security without investment,” Zarif pointed out.
Federica Mogherini, the EU’s foreign policy chief, responded on August 7 to the Iran sanctions by calling on
companies to disregard threats from Washington.
“If there is one piece of international agreements on
nuclear non-proliferation that is delivering, it has to be
maintained. We are encouraging small and medium enterprises, in particular, to increase business with and
in Iran as part of something (that) for us is a security
priority,” she said.
Back in July, Iranian President Hassan Rouhani said
that a package proposed by the European Union trio of
Germany, France and Britain on how to save the 2015
nuclear deal with Iran was “disappointing”.

Who is Brian Hook?
By Shabnam Shokouhi
On the eve of the 65 anniversary of the
coup against the democratically elected
government of Mohammad Mossadeq,
U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
named senior policy adviser Brian Hook
as Washington’s special representative
for Iran.
Hook will lead a newly established
Iran Action Group to coordinate the
State Department’s pressure campaign
on Iran, Pompeo told a news conference on Thursday.
The appointment came despite the
fact that Hook had opposed Trump’s
exit from the 2015 nuclear agreement
with Iran.
In a report on August 10, Daily Wire
reported that Hook is considered by
Trump loyalists to be “never Trump”
because he was closely aligned with officials who were highly critical of Trump’s
policies during the 2016 presidential
campaign.
Hook has been leading the State
Department’s talks with allies in Europe

and Asia to persuade them to support
U.S. sanctions and cut off Iran’s oil
supplies as of November.
“The Iran Action Group will be responsible for directing, reviewing and
coordinating all aspects of the State Department’s Iran-related activity, and will
report directly to me,” Reuters quoted
Pompeo as saying.
Hook, who was a close adviser to
former Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, worked with U.S. national security
advisor John Bolton on Iran sanctions
while Bolton was the U.S. Ambassador
to the United Nations under Republican
President George W. Bush.
He also served as an assistant secretary of state during the Bush administration and was an adviser to the Republican presidential campaigns of Mitt
Romney and Tim Pawlenty.
According to Foreign Policy, for over a
year, Hook was one of the most powerful
behind-the-scenes officials at the State
Department. He was one of Tillerson’s
closest confidants, as career diplomats
were shut out of policy deliberations

and senior State Department posts
went unfilled.
Tillerson’s unceremonious sacking via Twitter earlier this year was
accompanied by other dismissals and
resignations among senior appointees
and secretary staff. But Hook survived
the purge and helped shepherd Pompeo
through a contentious confirmation
process on Capitol Hill.
Some analysts view the announcement as more symbolism
than substance. “There were no new
resources, no new strategy, and no
new authorities announced [for the
action group],” said Brett Bruen, a
former U.S. diplomat who now runs
the Global Situation Room, a Washington consulting firm.
“Instead, it should be interpreted as
a typical Washington move to create
the appearance of action by putting
in the title,” Bruen added.
Dennis Ross, a former U.S. official in
Democratic and Republican administrations, also said Hook’s new post might
be a bureaucratic maneuver.

“It creates an address within the administration for ... making the approach
a more coherent one, with someone being given broader responsibility across
departments to try to shape the policy,”
said Ross, now a fellow at the Washington
Institute for Near East Policy think tank.
“At least that would be theory.”
However, some other analysts say
since Trump shows no tolerance toward his opponents, the new mandate
given to Hook is “strange”. They say
the appointment on the anniversary of
the 1953 coup shows neocons are firm
to heighten economic and diplomatic
pressure on Iran.
They are of the opinion that for Washington “regime change” is given priority
over “change of behavior”.
To back their argument, they say no
matter a ruling system is despotic or not
but if it bows down to wishes of Washington it is rewarded. On the contrary,
they say, if a government, no matter how
much popular and democratic it is, it
is branded as renegade and its system
should be changed.
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Israel tightens blockade of Gaza Strip
Abbas: Keep ground aflame with popular resistance

Israel has tightened its years-long blockade
of the coastal Gaza Strip by closing a pedestrian crossing into the Palestinian enclave.
Tel Aviv said on Sunday that it had taken
the measure at the Israeli-controlled Erez
crossing — the only Israeli pedestrian crossing into the Strip — in response to weekly
Palestinian protests.
The crossing, situated along the northern
part of the besieged Gaza Strip, is used for
the movement of humanitarian aid into the
territory. The regime has routinely closed the
crossing, banning the entry of humanitarian
supplies and other goods into Gaza.
Egypt, one of the only two Arab countries that have open relations with Israel, has
blockaded the rest of the strip, including by
blocking the Rafah border crossing.
The Israeli minister for military affairs,
Avigdor Liberman, linked the new measure
to what he called “violent events at the border
last Friday.”
Some 20,000 Gazans participated in
protests on Friday, a few hundred meters
from what Israel considers its “territory.”
Medics said Israeli gunfire killed two Palestinians and wounded at least 270 others,
50 of them with live bullets.
Abbas: Keep ground aflame with
popular resistance
Mahmoud Abbas has called on Palestinians
to intensify their “popular resistance” against
the Israeli occupation, using a markedly strong
language rarely heard from him.
Palestinians need to “keep the ground
aflame with popular resistance” against Israel
and not “underestimate the importance” of
resistance, he told the Central Council of the
Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) in
Ramallah.
Abbas presided over a convention which
hit out at the United States administration,
calling it a “partner of the Israeli occupation”
regime and reaffirming opposition to President Donald Trump’s “deal of the century”
which he has yet to unveil.
Abbas, who reportedly once proposed a
land swap ceding 6.5 percent of the occupied
territories to Israel, has derided the plan as
“the slap of the century” and said he will not
commit “treason” by agreeing to it.
He has been boycotting the U.S. administration since Trump’s decision in December
2017 to recognize al-Quds (Jerusalem) as
Israel’s capital and move the American embassy to the holy city from Tel Aviv.
The PLO council, which concluded a
three-day conference, reaffirmed Palestinian
opposition to Trump’s plan for the Middle
East and vowed to pursue efforts to thwart it.
“The U.S. administration is a partner of
the Israeli occupation government. It is part
of the problem, and not part of the solution,”
it said.
The Palestinians, the council said, will
continue with their policy of suspending political relations with the U.S. until it backtracks
on its “illegal decisions” regarding al-Quds
(Jerusalem), refugees and settlements.
Washington has spent the past eight
months dragging its heels on publishing
the document and while Trump’s officials
have given away nothing publicly, analysts

believe the plan is already being implementing
by Israel entrenching “apartheid” rule over
Palestinians.
“Israel has a much freer hand than it did
in the past. It feels confident enough to continue its existing policies, knowing Trump
won’t stand in the way,” Eran Etzion, a former
Israeli foreign ministry official, has told the
Middle East Eye.
The U.S. embassy’s move appears to signal
that the Trump administration will recognize
all of al-Quds (Jerusalem) as Israel’s capital.
That will deny Palestinians East al-Quds, long
assumed to be the capital of their future state.
Trump’s team is reported to be seeking a
face-saving alternative location for a future
Palestinian “capital”, with Abu Dis 4 km east
of al-Quds (Jerusalem) and cut off from the
city by Israel’s wall being proposed as the
candidate.
The Palestinians are reportedly facing
huge pressure to give in to the plan.
The Trump administration has already
cut funding to the United Nations refugee
agency, UNRWA (United Nations Relief and
Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the
Near East), which cares for more than two
million refugees in the occupied territories. It
is also poised to pull more than $200 million
of funding to the Palestinian Authority (PA)
this summer.
The U.S. president has also sought to recruit Arab allies to pressure Abbas. According
to reports, the Palestinian leader was presented
with a 35-page document originating from
the Americans when he visited Saudi Arabia
last November, and told to accept it or resign.
In recent years the Saudis have increased
their aid to the Palestinian Authority, giving
them greater leverage over the Palestinian
leader.
In exchange for the Arab states acceding
to Trump’s plan, Washington appears to be
rolling out a more draconian policy towards
Iran to limit its influence in the region.
Israel slams UN chief’s calls to
boost protection of Palestinians
Meantime, the Israeli regime has rejected
calls by the United Nations chief to boost
protection of Palestinians against persisting
Israeli atrocities on protesting civilians in Gaza

Strip and the occupied territories, demanding
action against Palestinian leaders instead.
“Instead of delusional suggestions on how
to protect the Palestinian people from Israel,
the UN should hold the Palestinian leadership
accountable for the harm caused to its own
people,” said the Israeli UN envoy Danny
Danon in a statement issued on Saturday in
response to UN Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres’ proposed measures to better protect
the Palestinians.
“The only protection the Palestinian people
need is from their own leadership,” Danon
further claimed in his statement, blaming
the West Bank-based Palestinian Authority
for inciting “its people to demonize and attack Jews,” as well as the Gaza-based Hamas
resistance movement for using “the people
in Gaza as hostages.”
In his 14-page report, which came after
Israeli regime forces killed two more Palestinians in Gaza on Friday, the UN chief laid
out four options -- from increasing aid to the
Palestinians, sending UN rights monitors and
unarmed observers to deploying a military
or police force under a UN mandate.
“The combination of prolonged military
occupation, constant security threats, weak
political institutions, and a deadlocked peace
process provides for a protection challenge
that is highly complex politically, legally and
practically,” Guterres said. “The targeting
of civilians, particularly children, is unacceptable... those responsible for violations
of international humanitarian law must be
held accountable.” Israel, however, has defended its use of live ammunition against
Palestinian protesters in Gaza by invoking
what it claims as its “right to self-defense.”
The report by Guterres was requested
by the UN General Assembly (UNGA) in
response to persisting violence employed
by Tel Aviv in the besieged Gaza, where 171
Palestinians have so far been killed by Israeli
forces since late March.
The UN chief further stated that the world
body was already undertaking many protection initiatives but that “these measures
fall short” of the concerns raised in the UN
General Assembly resolution.
The resolution garnered a strong majority

of 120 votes in the 193-member assembly,
with 8 votes against and 45 abstentions. It was
put forward by Algeria, Turkey and Palestine
after Washington vetoed a similar resolution
in the UN Security Council (UNSC) earlier.
The Israeli ambassador further claimed
that the options recommended by Guterres
“would only bring about continued Palestinian
suffering at the hands of their leaders,” and
“will only enable the Palestinians’ continued
rejectionism.”
This is while a UN mandate for a protection
force in the occupied territories and Gaza
would require a decision from the UNSC,
where the U.S. is widely expected to once
again wield its veto power to block a measure
opposed by Tel Aviv.
A small European-staffed observer mission
was deployed in the West Bank city of al-Khalil (Hebron) in 1994, but the Israeli regime
has since rejected calls for an international
presence in flashpoint Palestinian areas.
Jordan blasts Israel’s closure
of al-Aqsa mosque
Elsewhere, Jordan has condemned Israel’s recent move to shut down the al-Aqsa
mosque, which forced Muslim worshipers out
of the compound in the Old City of occupied
East al-Quds (Jerusalem).
Jordanian Media Affairs Minister and government spokeswoman Jumana Ghunaimat
said on Saturday that the Israeli regime’s
move violated the sanctity of the holy site,
warning that it would “touch off the passions
of Muslims around the world.”
Ghunaimat said the move contravenes
the occupying regime’s obligations under
international law.
Israel’s move, she said, violates all international norms, which affirm respect to
all places of worship.
The Jordanian minister, whose country
serves as the custodian of the al-Aqsa mosque
compound, held Tel Aviv responsible for such
provocations and called for an immediate
halt to such practices.
On Friday, Israeli forces closed all entrances to al-Aqsa mosque for hours following an alleged anti-occupation attack in the
occupied city.
(Source: agencies)

Afghanistan announces Eid holiday ceasefire with Taliban

Afghan President Ashraf Ghani Sunday announced a ceasefire
with Taliban militants from Monday to mark the Muslim
Eid al-Adha holiday, despite heavy fighting seen over recent
days in the central city of Ghazni.
“The conditional ceasefire will start tomorrow and it will
continue as long as the Taliban preserves and respects it,”
he said in an Afghan independence day ceremony.
It was not immediately clear whether the Taliban had
accepted Ghani’s call for a truce during Eid.
Aid arrives in Afghan city after Taliban onslaught
Aid trickled into Ghazni Sunday, residents and relief
workers said, days after security forces pushed Taliban militants from the eastern Afghan city following nearly a week

of heavy fighting.
Residents suffered food and water shortages along with
rising prices for basic provisions after insurgents overran
the city, torching buildings and destroying infrastructure
in a battle that killed hundreds of people.
“We need this aid to survive,” said Gul Badshah, one of
many in Ghazni who made their way to distribution centers
Sunday, who said his home had been destroyed by two rockets
during the onslaught.
Siraj Ahmad, another resident, said he was collecting
aid for a neighbor whose husband – a police officer – and
young son were killed by the Taliban during the fighting.
“They had no one else left in their family so I decided
to come here for them and get any donations to take for

them,” he said.
Rice, oil, beans and tea were handed out after the first
humanitarian convoy arrived in the Ghazni Saturday,
said Afghan Red Crescent regional head Mohammad
Esmail.
He added that the Red Crescent hoped to reach 800 families Sunday, followed by another 1,200 Monday.
“The people who receive this aid are those who have
either lost their loved ones or houses during the fighting in
Ghazni,” Esmail said.
The UN estimates that at least 200 civilians died in Ghazni
before Afghan forces backed by U.S. airstrikes finally pushed
Taliban fighters from the provincial capital Wednesday.
(Source: AFP)

Iraqi Supreme Court ratifies parliamentary vote

Iraq’s Supreme Court has ratified the outcome
of the contested May 12 parliamentary elections in the country, giving the victor, Muqtada
al-Sadr and his coalition, a constitutional
deadline of 90 days to form a government.
“The Supreme Federal Court issued on the
afternoon of Aug. 19, 2018, its decision to ratify
the names received,” Iraqi Supreme Court
spokesman Iyas al-Samouk said in a statement. The parliament ordered a recount of
the votes in June after a government report
accused the electoral commission of ignoring
widespread violations.
Days later, a huge fire destroyed a building
that housed ballot boxes from the vote. Iraqi
officials, including Prime Minister Haider
al-Abadi, said the fire was an attempt to harm
Iraqi democracy. The recount went ahead as
planned and showed little difference from
the initial results, giving Sadr a central role
in forming the country’s next government.
Sadr’s coalition, Sa’iroun, held 54 seats
in the 329-seat parliament. Abadi, whose
coalition, the Victory Alliance, had won only
42 seats to become third, formed an alliance

with Sa’iroun in the aftermath of the election.
The Conquest Alliance, led by former
transport minister and secretary general
of Badr Organization Hadi al-Ameri, took
another seat in the recounting process to
raise its tally of seats to 48.

The Conquest Alliance is a new alliance
that entered the elections for the first time.
It consists of 18 political parties, many of
which are former factions of the Popular Mobilization Units (PMU). The PMU,
more commonly known by its Arabic name

as Hashd al-Sha’abi, was key in defeating
ISIL (Daesh) terrorists last year. The main
units have handed over their weapons to the
state in order to enter the political process.
Daesh unleashed a campaign of death
and destruction in Iraq in 2014, overrunning
vast swathes in lightning attacks. Iraqi army
soldiers and allied fighters then launched
operations to eliminate the terrorist group
and retake lost territory. Iraqi lawmakers
now have three months to form the new
government. To do that, they need to hold
their first session and elect a new speaker.
From that point, they will have one month
to elect a president. The president will ask
the largest bloc in the parliament to elect a
prime minister who will form a government.
This is the fourth poll of its kind since the
2003 U.S. invasion, which led to a sharp rise
in sectarian tensions and ensuing terror-related violence in Iraq.
The next prime minster will face the huge
task of rebuilding a country shattered by the
war against Daesh and the U.S. invasion.
(Source: agencies)

More than two million Muslims
begin Hajj pilgrimage
More than two million Muslims from around the globe have
converged in the holy city of Mecca in Saudi Arabia to start this
year’s Hajj pilgrimage.
The annual Hajj pilgrimage started on Sunday.
The gathering in one place of Muslims from across the globe
is seen as a means of sending across the message of Muslim unity
to the entire world.
“It’s the dream of every Muslim to come here to Mecca,”
Frenchman Soliman Ben Mohri, a 53-year-old Muslim, said.
“It’s the ultimate journey.”
Each and every able-bodied Muslim, male or female, is required
to complete the Hajj pilgrimage at least once in their lifetime if
they also have the sufficient financial capacity to do so.
Most of the pilgrims began moving on Sunday from Mecca to
the nearby Mina, where they will spend the night in fire-resistant
tents. Thousands of buses and vehicles carrying the pilgrims lined
the eight-kilometer road from Mecca to Mina. Many pilgrims
made the journey walking under the scorching heat of the sun.
A tragic human crush during the Hajj rituals in 2015 killed
thousands of pilgrims in Mina.
Saudi authorities gave an initial tally of 770 deaths and then
stopped updating that figure, even as official counts from individual countries whose nationals had died in the incident rose
to the thousands in total.
(Source: Press TV)

Syria’s military intelligence
officer assassinated: report
A Syrian military intelligence officer has reportedly been assassinated in the west-central Hama Province, the second such killing
in two weeks blamed on Israel’s Mossad spy agency.
Reports said Ahmad Issa Habib, who was in charge of the
Syrian army’s Palestine department, had been shot in the head
in the village of Ba’arin.
There were contradictory reports on whether the unknown
assailants had targeted the victim in his car or at his home.
Israel’s Army Radio quoted Syrian opposition sources as saying that Habib was “responsible for the struggle against Israel.”
Damascus is yet to comment on the assassination reports.
On April 4, Aziz Azbar, the head of the Syrian Scientific Research
and Studies Center in the Hama city of Masyaf, was assassinated
in a car bombing.
A senior official from a Middle Eastern intelligence agency
told The New York Times that Mossad had a hand in the targeted
killing. The official, who was speaking on condition of anonymity,
said his agency had been informed of the operation, and that
Mossad had been tracking Azbar for a long time.
Some reports said the killing of the scientist was part of Israel’s
campaign of aggression aimed at preventing Syria from rehabilitating its defense capabilities when the crisis in the country
comes to an end.
Israel frequently attacks military targets inside Syria in an
attempt to prop up terrorist groups that have been suffering
defeats against Syrian government forces.
The regime has also been providing weapons to anti-Damascus militants as well as medical treatment to Takfiri elements
wounded in Syria.
U.S. cuts Syria ‘stabilization’ fund, vows to continue anti-Damascus bid
Elsewhere, the United Shtates has reportedly cut its $230
million funding for the so-called Syria stabilization projects,
citing increased contributions from the House of Saud regime
and other coalition allies, but vowed to remain active in its anti-Damascus bid in the terror-ravaged country.
The U.S. State Department said it had notified Congress on
Friday that it would not spend the fund set aside for Syria programs by former Secretary of State Rex Tillerson in February
and would instead shift that money to other areas, AP reported,
noting that the fund had been on hold and under review since
Tillerson was fired in March by President Donald Trump.
According to the report, State Department spokeswoman
Heather Nauert emphasized that the funding cut -- authorized
by current Secretary of State Mike Pompeo -- would be more
than offset by an additional $300 million pledged by the U.S.-led
coalition partners, including $100 million contributed by Saudi
Arabia – widely suspected as the leading financier of the Islamic
State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL/Daesh) terrorists worldwide.
“As a result of key partner contributions by coalition members,
Secretary Pompeo has authorized the Department of State to
redirect approximately $230 million in stabilization funds for
Syria which have been under review,” Nauert said in a statement.
The funds will be redirected “to support other key foreign policy priorities,” added Nauert, who along with other U.S. officials
rejected suggestions that the removal of the funds reflected the
administration’s diminishing interest in Syria.
Nauert, along with acting assistant secretary of state for the
Middle East, David Satterfield, and the special envoy for the
U.S.-led coalition, Brett McGurk, told reporters on a conference
call that the U.S. would remain engaged in Syria until achieving
its purported aim of defeating the ISIL terrorist.
She further insisted that “this decision does not represent any
lessening of U.S. commitment to our strategic goals in Syria.”
However, the move was still viewed by Democratic lawmakers
as a sign the administration is heeding Trump’s demand to end
American involvement in Syria and reduce its commitment there.
Nauert also stated that in a bid to reassure coalition partners
and other opponents of Syrian President Bashar Assad, Pompeo
appointed veteran diplomatic troubleshooter, James Jeffrey, to
be a special envoy for Syria.
Jeffrey, a former U.S. ambassador to Turkey, Iraq and Albania who also served as a deputy national security adviser to
former president George W. Bush, will hold the title of “special
representative for Syrian engagement.”
Yet the funding cut is regarded as the latest U.S. financial
retreat from Syria. In May, the State Department announced
that it had ended all funding for stabilization programs in Syria’s northwest. The development comes as the U.S. helped to
organize the evacuation through Israel of ISIL-linked White
Helmet workers last month from Syria’s south, where Syrian
forces launched a new offensive against the remnants of the terror
group. Nauert further stated that the Friday’s decision would
not affect “life-saving, needs-based humanitarian assistance to
vulnerable Syrians” or the U.S. support for the White Helmets
or United Nations-sponsored aid workers.
(Source: Press TV)
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Over $595m
allocated for
developing oil-rich
regions
E N E R G Y TEHRAN – National Iranian Oil Company’s
d
e
s
k director for supervision of construction projects said the oil ministry has allocated 25 trillion rials (about
$595.2 million) for development of oil-rich regions.
As reported by IRIB on Sunday, Abdolhamid Emami noted
that the mentioned fund will be allocated during a five-year
period for financing construction and development projects
in the country’s oil-rich regions.
“Of the total funding, so far over 10 trillion rials (near $238
million) has been financed”, he added.

Iran’s 4-month
exports to
Pakistan up 66%
yr/yr
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN – Iran exported some $377 million
d
e
s
k worth of goods to Pakistan in the first four
months of the current Iranian calendar year (March 21-July
22), a 66 percent rise from $277 million for the last year’s same
period, IRIB reported on Sunday.
Pakistan was one of the 10 major export destinations for
Iranian-made goods in the mentioned period, next to the countries such as Iraq, China, the United Arab Emirates, India,
Afghanistan and South Kore.

Iran-Kazakhstan
trade up 77%
in H1
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN – The value of trade between Iran
d
e
s
k and Kazakhstan increased by 77 percent in
the first six months of 2018 compared to the same period last
year, IRNA reported on Sunday quoting Iranian ambassador
in Astana as saying.
Mojtaba Damirchilu made the remarks in a meeting with
the Kazakh Prime Minister Bakytzhan Sagintayev in Astana.
During the meeting, the two sides discussed various issues,
including the further development of comprehensive cooperation in various areas including trade, economy, investments,
industries and commodity and transportation.

Intl. coffee
festival running
in Tehran
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — Iran International Coffee
d
e
s
k Festival started operation on Sunday at
Tehran Municipality’s Specialized Exhibitions Permanent
Center, Goftogoo Park, IRIB reported.
The festival is attended by tens of domestic and foreign
companies from Italy, Turkey, Brazil, Denmark, France, and
Switzerland who are showcasing their latest products to the
visitors.
The event, which seeks to increase the volume of foreign
investments in domestic coffee sector besides the exports of this
products, will wrap up on Wednesday August 22, the report said.

China tells its finance firms to
boost infrastructure support
China’s financial watchdog ordered the nation’s banks and insurance companies to increase support for infrastructure development as economic growth slows and concerns rise about the
trade standoff with the U.S.
Credit support should be boosted for infrastructure projects
that have sound operations and an adequate capital base on
condition local governments’ implicit debts don’t increase, the
China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission said in
a statement late Saturday.
(Source: Bloomberg)
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TEDPIX up 35.5%
since March
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN —Tehran
d
e
s
k Stock Exchange (TSE)’s
main index (TEDPIX) has risen 35.5
percent since the beginning of current
Iranian calendar year (March 21, 2018),
Tasnim news agency reported on Sunday.
The rising trend of TEDPIX began
on June 13, which was named ‘Golden
Wednesday of Stock Market’, when TEDPIX
gained 2,767 points to stand at 99.146
points.
Then on June 17, players in Iran’s capital

market witnessed a historical record in
growth of TEDPIX which gained 3,306
points to hit 102,452 points, something
unprecedented in the 50-year history of
the country’s stock market.
Rise in stock exchange indexes was
anticipated given the issues related to the
political and economic status of the country
at the time, but a 2,767-point growth in a
single day was beyond the expectations.
The experts of capital market say
some factors such as turbulences in the

markets of foreign currency, gold coin,
and housing and also entrance of new

liquidity were the main reasons for such
unprecedented rise.

Other oil producers may find it hard to offset any cut in Iran’s oil exports
Recent statements of President Donald Trump suggest that
the U.S. may impose tough sanctions on oil exports from
Iran. This may make it difficult for India to continue to
import oil from Iran.
Nearly 16 percent of India’s oil imports are from Iran
as of July. Under the pre-JCPOA (Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action) for U.S. sanctions on Iran, certain countries, including India, could still import oil from the West
Asian country.
The U.S. sanctions- effective November 2018- cover

purchase of oil from National Iranian Oil Company and
other Iranian oil and gas companies, transactions by foreign
financial institutions with the Central Bank of Iran and
designated financial institutions. Hence, it may be quite
difficult for India to import oil from Iran without attracting
explicit U.S. exemptions.
Any hard sanctions by the U.S. may lead to a dramatic
decline in Iranian oil exports, which may upset the global
supply-demand balance. Iran’s oil exports of about 2.2 million barrels per day in 2018 are quite large compared with

the available spare capacity of the OPEC.
Other oil producers may find it hard to offset any cut in
Iran oil exports beyond 0.50 mn bpd. The continued decline
in Venezuela output may further aggravate the issue.
India’s macro position would worsen if oil prices were
to shoot above $80. A $10 change in crude oil prices results
in about 50 bps impact on CAD and a 25-35 bps impact on
inflation. Fiscal deficit will also take a hit through higher
subsidies on kerosene and LPG.
(Source: Economic Times)

Spanish company vows to defy U.S.
sanctions, continue business with Iran

Furtive policy puts Turkey on road to
300 basis-point rate hike

In an interview with Sputnik, Esproenko
International, which specializes in oil and
gas services, commented on the situation
around the first phase of Washington’s
anti-Iranian sanctions which entered into
force on August 7.
Esproenko International’s PR manager
Carlos Toledo explained that the company
had started working with Iran in 2013,
“when sanctions on the Islamic Republic were imposed by all sides, namely, the
European Union and the United States.”
“We had no competition on the Iranian
territory [at the time], which prompted
us to enter this market,” he pointed out.
However, he added, the company had
to face “huge competition” in 2015 and
minimize its activities when the anti-Iranian
sanctions were lifted.
Now that Washington has tried to stifle
the Iranian economy and has warned European and U.S. companies against conducting trade with Tehran, Esproenko
International perceives all this as a new
opportunity, according to Toldeo.
“Now we are considering the resumption of activities at a higher level. […] So
far, the EU has not adopted any sanctions
against Iran. And what the U.S. is saying
is its own problem, not ours,” Toledo said.
He added that the company had not

Turkey may be on the path toward a
300 basis-point interest rate increase
with barely a whisper from the central
bank as the country struggles to contain
a currency crisis that’s reverberating
around the world.
By shutting banks off from borrowing
at the benchmark 17.75 percent repo rate
and forcing them to turn to the overnight
lending rate -- currently at 19.25 percent
-- policy makers have effectively enacted
a 150 basis-point hike within a week.
Should they close down the overnight
market too, it would compel borrowers
to turn to the emergency late liquidity
window, where rates currently stand at
20.75 percent.
“The repo rate is no longer relevant
because all the funding is done at the
overnight lending rate,” said Ziad Daoud,
the chief economist for the Middle East at
Bloomberg Economics in Dubai. “It’ll be
interesting to see whether the central bank
will stop here or or whether it’ll use the
late liquidity window to lift rates further.”
The central bank is trying to counter
the slump in the lira without formally
raising its benchmark interest rate, a
move opposed by President Recep Tayyib
Erdogan. The president says that higher
interest rates fuel inflation -- a view at

received any threats, and even if it did, it
would have ignored them.
“Nobody tells us what we can or cannot do, so we do what we want,” Toledo
concluded.
The European Union has pledged
to resist U.S. sanctions on Tehran by implementing legislation allowing European businesses not to comply with U.S.
measures against Iran, by, in particular,
trading in non-dollar denominated currencies, so they do not risk being penalized
by Washington.
However, large European companies
such as French oil giant Total and French
carmaker Renault have suspended plans
to invest in Iran after the first wave of U.S.
sanctions against Iran came into effect
on August 7.
(Source: Sputnik)

odds with economic orthodoxy -- and
will kill off economic growth. The lira slid
20 percent in the past month, triggering
concern about contagion in other emerging
markets grappling with fears of a trade
war, reduced stimulus in the developed
world and falling commodity prices.
Despite a rebound in the middle of the
week, the lira resumed a sell-off Friday and
traders will probably remain on edge as
they wait to see whether the U.S. imposes
more sanctions. Turkey’s credit rating
was cut further into junk by S&P Global
Ratings and Moody’s Investors Service,
which said the volatile currency and wide
current-account deficit may undermine
the Middle East’s largest economy. Lira
trading is likely to be thin in coming days
due to a week-long holiday.
(Source: Bloomberg)

UK banks advocate Brexit deal on financial services
The British financial sector is ramping up its
lobbying effort for a Brexit deal that would
include provisions to maintain the existing
rules on capital flows. The UK has enjoyed a
boost in exports of financial services over the
past few months, and lenders, institutional
investors and wealth managers say losing
such a source of income could hamper their
business.
Brexit talks have resumed last week, and
the City of London — particularly, the financial
enterprises of Canary Wharf — are voicing
their concerns that a ‘no deal’ Brexit could
thwart their growth prospects. The bankers
have said a ‘hard Brexit’ could result in the
EU raising taxes on British capital, rendering
the UK’s investment and loans to European
companies less profitable — and less competitive in the continental market.
On the other hand, some have argued that
the British government could cut taxes and
deregulate the financial sector to boost business activity at home — a move that could
potentially offset the losses associated with
the loss of profits coming from Europe.
Amid this uncertainty, the majority of
British financials say a Brexit deal on financial services would be a preferable outcome,
making the post-Brexit environment more
predictable.
“The EU is already talking about how it
needs to amend equivalence rules,” Brian Polk
of PwC in London said. “It is hard to understand why they would not engage with the
UK’s suggestions. It feels like there is plenty

of room to cut a deal.”
The cabinet of Prime Minister Theresa May
has proposed the so-called ‘enhanced equivalence’ as a model for post-Brexit relationship
between the UK and EU. The proposed system
is akin to the framework that exists between
the EU and several non-member countries. It
would allow British financials to do business
in the EU under the EU rules without facing
excessive regulatory or fiscal hurdles.
The risk is, that under EU law, the European Commission can revoke equivalence
recognition within 30 days after a written
notice — meaning if British financials turn
out to be more competitive than their Euro-

pean peers, Brussels could move to protect
its market at any time. This makes London’s
proposal less encouraging for Canary Wharf.
Meanwhile, many experts have little doubt
that the UK’s financial sector is more sustainable and efficient than that of the EU, not
least due to the global presence of British
financials which have done lucrative business
in East and South East Asia, North America,
and Australasia for decades.
The European banks only have their presence in Eastern Europe to counterbalance the
influence of British financials. Meanwhile,
the banking sectors in Italy, Greece, and even
Spain and France are to a certain extent facing

capitalization woes and high levels of nonperforming loans (NPLs).
“The harder Brussels makes it for London
firms to do business with EU firms under EU
rules, the more likely it becomes that London
remains the EU’s financial center and the place
where EU firms have to go to raise capital and
manage risk, while remaining entirely outside
the EU’s regulatory ambit,” Simon Gleeson
of London-based Clifford Chance LLP said.
However, British lenders, insurers and
wealth managers have also said that despite
their sustainable position and fairly bright
prospects at home, they are facing the risk of
a mild capital flight from Canary Wharf to the
EU’s financial hub of Frankfurt. This comes
as some American and European banks have
opted to move their thousands of workers to
Frankfurt since the 2016 referendum.
But such a trend also makes it easier for
British banks to do business at home, as
competition for British customers is poised
to become less severe.
The UK’s bankers also said that out of their
£200 bln in yearly revenues, roughly half comes
from domestic customers, while the other
half is split between various regions — the
EU being just one amongst them.
In this light, Canary Wharf, while somewhat
in favor of a Brexit deal, is essentially easy
when it comes to the post-divorce business
landscape. The bankers’ prospects look good
either way, particularly as the May cabinet
has promised fiscal stimulus in case the Brexit
talks do fall apart.
(Source: Sputnik)

Italy to launch infrastructure
plan in Sep.

Venezuela debt wreck marks new
milestone as $6.1b unpaid

The government will launch a plan aimed
at making Italy’s infrastructure safe, a
government official said in a newspaper
interview on Sunday, after the collapse
of a motorway bridge in Genoa killed
43 people.
Giancarlo Giorgetti, undersecretary
in the prime minister’s office and a
leading member of the League party,
said the plan would include motorways,
bridges and viaducts but also public
buildings such as schools.
“It will be a maintenance operation

Venezuela’s debt crisis passed a new
milestone as the government missed a
principal payment on one of its bonds for
the first time this week, boosting arrears
on international securities to $6.1 billion.
It was hardly a surprise for investors,
who have watched the value of their
securities plummet since President Nicolas
Maduro announced in November that he
would seek to restructure the country’s
debt in the midst of an economic crisis.
But it reinforced the difficult position
creditors find themselves in as the overdue

with no precedents, with enormous investment in public works,” he said in
an interview with Il Messaggero.
He did not specify the cost of the
plan but said “deficit, GDP or European
rules do not exist”.
The government, a coalition between
the anti-establishment 5-Star Movement
and the League, has started a procedure
aimed at revoking concessions held by
Autostrade to operate toll highways
after the Genoa bridge collapse.
(Source: Reuters)

payments pile up with no resolution in
sight and no easy recourse for getting
their money back.
Maduro’s recent measures to reduce
long-standing gasoline subsidies and
redenominate the currency by lopping
off five zeroes, both set to take effect this
month, are steps in the right direction but
ultimately unlikely to help the country
pay back bondholders, said Siobhan
Morden, who heads Nomura Securities
International’s Latin America fixed-income
strategy.
(Source: Bloomberg)
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Where to look in the oil market for
clues of a demand slowdown
This is supposed to be a year of bumper oil
demand, but economic warning signs are
flashing across the developing nations that
drive growth.
Emerging markets are expected to
contribute 1 million barrels a day of additional oil demand this year, about three
quarters of total global growth, according
to the International Energy Agency. Many
of those countries are also the epicenters
of recent economic tumult -- China’s trade
war with the U.S., currency crises in Turkey
and Argentina, and the threat of contagion
in Indonesia.
So if the global economic turmoil continues, what are the most important corners
of the oil market to watch for signs that
demand is taking real a hit?
Crude spreads
Among the most visible gauges of market health are time-spreads -- the gaps
in prices between one futures contract
and the next. These differentials can give
clear signals about trends in oil demand,
flipping from positive to negative if the
market shifts from being undersupplied
to oversupplied.
Any slowdown in global demand growth
should be picked up here, says Bjarne Schieldrop, chief commodities analyst at SEB
AB. “Crude oil prices and the crude curve
structure are typically the indicator which
picks up all the demand side factors and all
the supply side factors into one number.”

Diesel drivers
Diesel and gasoil are even more closely
tied to the world’s economy than crude, with
their use concentrated in heavy industry and
commercial transport. Demand for these
products tends to jump when global growth
is strong, and fall when it weakens.
“Gasoil tends to be more closely aligned
with global growth so watch the spreads
there,” said Warren Patterson, senior commodities strategist at ING Bank NV.

Right now, the time-spreads for both
crude and gasoil traded in London have
dipped into bearish territory, but only in
the short term. Monthly differentials in New
York futures show no real signs of weakness.
Commodities correlations
Cross-checking price moves in the oil
market with other commodities also offers
a useful outlook on the state of the global
economy. This week, base metals including
copper and zinc have also been sinking on

concerns about slowing demand growth,
outstripping the fall in crude.
On days when crude prices are tumbling
in tandem with the entire commodities
complex, it could be “a sign of negative
sentiment in financial markets including
the oil market about the global economy,”
said Jens Naervig Pedersen, senior analyst
at Danske Bank A/S.
Follow the money
As Turkey’s economic woes made headlines this week, the price of crude in lira
surged to a record high. That’s also true of
several other emerging markets this year,
with a weaker Indian rupee and Russian
ruble to name just two.
“Higher oil prices paired with a weakening domestic currency spells trouble for
major emerging market oil demand growth
countries like India, where consumers are
already paying near record levels for retail
petrol,” said Michael Tran, global energy
strategist at RBC Capital Markets LLC.
Shipping costs
If you want to know how much stuff is
being moved around the world, shipping
rates are as good a guide as any. Whether
for oil tankers or bulk ships, any slump in
those markers would offer a strong signal
of potential trouble.
“It would send signals about shipping
activity which correlates with goods trade,
an important part of the global economy,”
Pedersen said.
(Source: Bloomberg)

Libyan crude oil stems still fetching hefty freight premiums

Libyan crude oil output has risen above 1
million barrels per day (b/d) for the first
time in two months, but many shipowners
remain wary about transporting Libyan
cargoes due to security concerns and these
stems are attracting a hefty freight premium
as a result, sources said Friday.
Firstly, there are still security concerns
for some shipowners as there has been a lot
fighting around ports between rival militias
in recent months, notably Es Sider and Ras
Lanuf in June.
Even though the situation is calm for now,
concerns persist and, according to one shipowner, “some companies have to re-review

their security policy and it takes them time
to reconvene to discuss and clear.”
This year we have widened the Forum’s
coverage with dedicated sessions on LNG
and Blockchain, to give you the fullest picture
possible of the connections between regional
and global markets.
There are three or four shipowners who
will not call at Libyan ports and others will
view cargoes on a case by case basis, said a
shipbroker.
This means that at times Libyan crude
stems can attract a premium of Worldscale
2.5 - 10 points over cargoes loading from
non-Libyan ports in cross-Mediterranean voy-

ages, depending on how many Libya-capable
vessels are open in the region, sources said.
Statoil took a vessel on subjects Thursday for an 80,000 mt crude stem loading
out of Es Sider terminal off August 25-26
dates at the level of w127.5, w7.5 above the
cross-Mediterranean route, sources said.
“We have no issues as long as we have a
decent Libya clause but others have to go
through the motions and see things stabilize,”
said another shipowner.
This clause will cover cancellation costs,
such as bunkers expended on the voyage to
the port and for waiting times.
The other issue is the rivalry between the

government in Tripoli and its counterpart
in the east of the country, which also claims
authority. This has threatened to potentially
put shipowners at odds with the Tripoli-based
NOC if they were to take a cargo being marketed by its rival in the east, sources said.
Recently, the self-styled Libyan National
Army took control of the eastern ports and
prevented the NOC in Tripoli from exporting
any cargoes, sources said.
But since then the outlook has improved,
though production remains vulnerable to
sudden disruptions due to security, political
uncertainty and even staffing issues.
(Source: Platts)
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Top oil hedge funds suffer
big losses after July price
plunge: sources
Two of the world’s largest energy-focused hedge funds, Andurand
Capital and BBL Commodities, suffered double-digit percentage
losses in July as oil prices plunged by the most in two years, sources
familiar with the matter told Reuters on Friday.
BBL Commodities Value Fund, run by former Goldman Sachs
oil trader Jonathan Goldberg, lost 14.2 percent in July, a person
close to the firm said, speaking on condition of anonymity since
the information is not public.
Andurand Capital’s Commodities Fund lost 15.2 percent in
July, bringing the fund’s performance to a 5 percent loss for the
year through July 31, according to data compiled by HSBC.
Pierre Andurand, who runs the $1.2-billion Andurand Commodities Fund, predicted the rise and subsequent crash in the oil price
in 2008 and is known as one of the biggest oil bulls in the market.
Both funds were very bullish heading into July, market sources
said, leaving them caught on the wrong side during the oil price slide.
U.S. crude futures last month fell more than 7 percent while
global benchmark Brent crude dropped by 6.5 percent, the biggest
monthly declines since July 2016.
Prices dropped after OPEC members boosted output in July
by 70,000 barrels per day (bpd) to 32.64 million bpd, a high for
the year, and pledged to offset any loss of supply from Iran, the
group’s No. 3 producer, due to looming U.S. sanctions.
Prominent hedge funds such as Andurand Capital and Westbeck
Capital Management were betting oil could skyrocket to $150 a
barrel thanks in part to the potential loss of Iranian supply. However, physical markets are showing signs of strain as crude builds
on ships and weighs on prices for spot cargoes.
“The weak oil physical market is not only due to more OPEC
oil on the water. It is mainly due to China destocking. Their low
imports are not sustainable. They have been very low for 3 months.
Their imports could go back up 2mbd any time now,” Andurand
said in a tweet late in July.
A spokesman for Andurand declined to comment on July’s
performance. BBL executives were not immediately available to
comment.
Will Smith, Westbeck’s chief investment officer, said, “July
was indeed a tough month, but we did manage a small positive.”
Overall, commodity-focused macro hedge funds are down 1
percent on average in the first seven months of 2018, according
to data from industry tracker Hedge Fund Research.
The year to date has been rough for many firms across the
industry.
Trading desks of oil major BP and merchants Vitol, Gunvor,
and Trafigura have recorded losses in the tens of millions of dollars
each as a result of the ‘whipsaw’ move when U.S. crude’s discount
to Brent plummeted to more than $11.50 a barrel in June, insiders
familiar with their performance told Reuters.
Energy hedge fund Velite Capital, once among the most profitable natural gas trading shops in the United States, is winding
down operations, Reuters reported on Thursday.
(Source: Reuters)
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Kofi Annan protected us
from our worst instincts

INTERNATIONAL
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The fallout of Qatar’s bailout
Doha’s bailout of Ankara is a slap in the face to Washington
By Varsha Koduvayur & Aykan Erdemir

By Jeffrey D. Sachs
In every generation we depend on a few people of supreme decency
and intelligence to hold the world together. In Jewish tradition,
there are at all times 36 tzadikim, righteous people, without whom
the world would perish. Kofi Annan was one of the righteous people, a man of extraordinary intelligence, decency, warmth and joy
of life. He helped to keep our world from blowing itself apart, or
dividing mercilessly between the rich and the poor.
Kofi Annan brought the UN into the 21st century with a momentous two terms of office between 1997 and 2007. I was profoundly
privileged to work for Kofi during that period, first as an adviser
on an economic report, then as director of a commission at the
World Health Organization, and then as his special adviser on the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) for six years, 2001-2007.
It is perhaps superfluous to say that watching and learning from
Kofi greatly enriched my life; he did that for all of us.
Kofi’s core idea was that our crowded, interconnected world
requires economic justice, peace and human rights. He would
often say that there could be no development without security, no
security without development, and neither security nor development without human rights.
He saw the need for the world to join together to deliver the
end of poverty, the cessation of war and the protection of human
dignity. He believed that the United Nations was the unique global
institution that could support these immense ambitions, and he
made it his life’s work to fashion a UN for our times. He inspired
countless others, myself included, to devote ourselves to the work
of the United Nations.
Kofi opened up the doors of the UN to the people of the world.
While the UN Charter appropriately begins with the words “We
the Peoples,” the members of the UN are in fact the world’s governments. Kofi made sure that people all over the world would regard
the UN as theirs, not merely their governments’.
He indefatigably championed the moral charter of the UN, the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. He brought the business
community into the UN through the Global Compact.
Most poignantly, urgently and successfully, he put the world’s
focus on the least among us, as the world’s great moral traditions bid
us to do. Kofi’s greatest achievement for the poor was to mobilize
global energies to fight poverty, hunger and disease through the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), which Kofi put forward
to the world’s governments at the UN Millennium Summit in 2000.
The MDGs inspired scientists, doctors, agronomists, community
leaders, academics, business leaders, working people and youth
everywhere to work together in the great challenge of ending poverty.
With the persuasive powers of the world’s consummate diplomat,
Kofi signed up the world to this great mission. Extreme poverty
declined rapidly during the MDG period, from 37% in the 1990
baseline year to below 10% at the MDG finish line in 2015. Because
of this progress, the world’s governments had the confidence to
set the goal of ending extreme poverty by 2030 as the first of the
17 Sustainable Development Goals launched in 2015. Kofi’s legacy
continues in this ongoing global mobilization to end the scourge
of extreme deprivation.
I watched Kofi’s dazzling persuasive powers on full display in
early 2001 when we worked together to launch a new Global Fund
to Fight Aids, Tuberculosis and Malaria.
Kofi made an inspiring call for the new Global Fund in Abuja,
Nigeria, in April 2001. Just a few weeks later -- a blink of the eye
in the usual workings of public policy -- I watched the TV in rapt
attention and amazement as Kofi joined George W. Bush in the
White House Rose Garden for the President’s announcement that
the U.S. would become the first country to join the new Global
Fund. To date, the Global Fund and its partners have saved more
than 20 million lives.
Yet Kofi’s second term would also face the nightmare of the U.S.
war on Iraq. After 9/11, the Bush White House immediately took
aim at Iraq’s leader, Saddam Hussein. The U.S. beat the drums of
war with Iraq ever more loudly in 2002. Kofi implored Saddam
to let the UN arms inspectors do their work to check whether the
regime had abandoned weapons of mass destruction and implored
the U.S. administration to give the inspector’s time. Kofi strongly
urged the U.S. to seek the approval of the UN Security Council for
any military action against Iraq, as required by the UN Charter.
The U.S. pressures on Kofi were nearly unbearable. The White
House was determined to overthrow Saddam, no matter the evidence or lack thereof, and irrespective of the UN Security Council.
The U.S. decision to invade Iraq, which will surely be recorded as
one of the greatest failures of U.S. foreign policy, unleashed wave
upon wave of violence, conflict, unrest and mass refugee movements across the Middle East and into Europe.
Kofi paid a heavy personal price for standing up to the U.S.
empire. When he declared that the U.S. action in Iraq was against
international law, the response from prominent Republicans was
swift and unrelenting, attacking Kofi professionally and trying to
smear him personally by going after his son’s business dealings.
The attacks reflected the U.S. at its worst, Kofi at his bravest, and
the UN at its most vulnerable, trying to maintain international
law against a lawless White House.
Kofi never retired. That’s why his death is so shocking. There
was no physical or mental decline, no retreat or slowing down
in old age. Kofi worked tirelessly around the world with his unmatched diplomatic skills to save lives, tamp down conflicts, avoid
the spread of war.
He often faced U.S. obstinacy, as he did in trying to end the
Syrian conflict in 2012. The Obama administration, on that occasion, wouldn’t accept a peaceful compromise solution, leading
instead to many more years of a brutal and useless war.
Kofi Annan inspired and protected us -- all too often from our
own worst instincts and flawed judgments. He taught us the inestimable value of diplomacy, the art of finding common ground by
listening to and respecting others. There was no finer practitioner
of such exalted decency in our time.
(Source: CNN)

Turkey’s economy has been in a dramatic
tailspin, with its currency plunging more
than 40 percent in the past 12 months. Qatar
stepped in Wednesday to stanch Turkey’s
bleeding, albeit not as soon as Ankara would
have liked. In the process, Doha also inserted
itself in the middle of a major U.S.-Turkish
dispute, by taking sides with a Turkish government that holds U.S. citizens and State
Department employees hostage.
Washington should remind Doha that
this move will undermine its recent efforts to
mend its strained ties with the United States.
While visiting Ankara, Qatar’s Emir Tamim
bin Hamad al-Thani pledged a whopping $15
billion in investment to Turkey to mitigate
its economic decline. Doha’s pledge is “the
equivalent of $420,000 per Qatari family,”
and “money very badly spent,” warned the director of a London-based consulting firm. To
put that in perspective, Turkey’s total inflow of
foreign direct investment was $10.8 billion in
2017. The emir’s announcement wasn’t entirely
unexpected, given warming Turkish-Qatari ties.
But it runs directly contrary to U.S. President
Donald Trump’s recent efforts to increase political and economic pressure on Ankara and
convince Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan to release U.S. citizens and employees
whom Turkey has unjustly detained.
Qatar is Turkey’s most natural ally these
days: Their governments share a similar worldview rooted in political Islam and champion
the Muslim Brotherhood and its regional
affiliates. Between the two of them, Ankara
and Doha have played host to several figures
from Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood branch
and senior Hamas leaders. But the DohaAnkara partnership deepened into a military
alliance last year, when Qatar’s Persian Gulf
neighbors enacted a land, sea, and air blockade against the emirate. In response, Turkey
deployed troops to Qatar, after fast-tracking
legislation to do so, and sent food aid to the
import-dependent emirate.

The Doha-Ankara partnership deepened
into a military alliance last year, when
Qatar’s Persian Gulf neighbors enacted
a land, sea, and air blockade against the
emirate. In response, Turkey deployed
troops to Qatar, after fast-tracking
legislation to do so, and sent food aid to the
import-dependent emirate.
Some in Ankara expected that Doha would
come to Turkey’s aid just as quickly if the
need arose. Turkish media was rife with such
sentiments, as the pro-government tabloid
Takvim lambasted Qatar for its silence in the
face of Turkey’s woes as “the great betrayal”
of an ally that had sprung immediately to
Doha’s defense last year.
Qatar’s investment pledge will certainly
help smooth ruffled feathers. Takvim deleted
the story right after Doha’s pledge, which

has also had a positive impact on markets,
enabling the lira to regain a bit of lost ground.
The move is not entirely altruistic, given that
the Turkish economic crisis could also hit
Qatar’s banking sector. With around 15 percent of the assets and loans of Qatar National
Bank exposed to Turkey, fears of contagion
may have fueled Doha’s announcement as
much as geopolitics did.
Furthermore, the Emir played it smart by
keeping his pledge ambiguous. The details of

Qatar’s $15-billion package remain murky
and will likely include swap lines for liquidity
and other forms of investment. It is not clear
how much of this will be direct investment in
Turkey. Thus, Doha may now take its time
with investments, and even take advantage
of bargain prices once Turkish companies
and assets hit rock bottom. In the end, Qatar
killed two birds with one stone, as it appears
to have saved the day for Turkey’s volatile
markets while also positioning itself to reap
the rewards in the months to come — without
coming off as a crisis profiteer.
Coming in the middle of a major showdown
between Trump and Erdogan over Turkey’s
detention of U.S. persons, the Qatari bailout
is a jarring reminder of how significantly its
interests diverge from those of the United States,
as has also been evident in its ties to Tehran and
malign activity in Libya. The emirate’s support
for the Muslim Brotherhood is no secret, nor is
its permissive attitude toward the financing of
terrorism. Doha has made some progress on
the latter front in the past year, signing several
memoranda of understanding with the United
States to curb illicit financing. It even began
work to expand al-Udeid Air Base last month,
with a hope of making the American presence
there permanent. But Doha’s investment pledge
to Erdogan, which directly undercuts Washington’s sustained pressure campaign against
the Turkish strongman, should raise eyebrows
about Doha’s conduct — and could even call
into question the future of the U.S. presence
at al-Udeid.
When the crisis between Qatar and its Arab
neighbors erupted in the summer of 2017,
President Trump initially appeared to side
against Qatar. But Doha worked assiduously
over the past year and gradually succeeded
in bringing the Trump Administration to a
more neutral position. Its decision to side so
blatantly with Erdogan against the United
States on a matter directly affecting the wellbeing of American citizens could put much
of that progress at risk.
(Source: The American Interest)

How Saudi-Canada spat exposed MBS’s
false reform narrative

Concerned citizens in the West should push their politicians and governments to
stand with Canada and join in condemning the Saudi program of false reforms
By Sarah Al-Otaibi
This month, Global Affairs Canada (GAC) made a measured
appeal to Saudi Arabia. Expressing “grave concern” over the
arrest of Samar Badawi (who joined her long-held brother
Raif Badawi in prison), the tweet urged Saudi authorities to
release Samar and all other peaceful human rights activists.
The Saudi reaction was greatly asymmetrical. Canada’s
plea was met by an ambassadorial recall, suspension of trade,
an end of flights to and from Saudi Arabia, pulling Saudi
students out of Canadian schools, and most recently, forcing
Saudi patients receiving care in Canada to leave.
Saudi Arabia’s Foreign Ministry tweeted defiantly: “[We]
will not accept any form of interfering in the internal affairs
of the Kingdom.”
The facade of Vision 2030
But rather than affirming Saudi Arabia’s sovereignty over
its internal affairs, this overreaction has further confirmed
that the “reforms” under Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman (MBS) - packaged and sold as Vision 2030 - are nothing
more than a facade, unable to face the slightest criticism.
One need only to look at the hypocrisy surrounding
women’s rights to see the hollow nature of reform. Despite the lifting of a driving ban on women on 24 June,
Saudi authorities have imprisoned more than a dozen
prominent women’s rights activists since May. Meanwhile, women exercising their newfound freedom have
faced sharp reprisals: Conservatives harassed 32-year-old
Salma al-Sharif and set her car on fire.
Despite such happenings, headlines and hoardings (bought
and paid for by Saudi Arabia and pro-Saudi organizations)
extol MBS as a force for female liberation. “He is empowering
Saudi Arabian women,” an advert featured in The Guardian declared upon the monarch’s visit to London in March.
In light of such PR stunts, Vision 2030 has amounted to
a commercial product designed to woo Western audiences,
as opposed to a set of genuine reforms.
Last week’s spat between Canada and Saudi Arabia has
shed further light on this reality. The fact that the Saudi
Foreign Ministry unleashed a tirade of tweets equating a
simple message of solidarity with jailed activists to Canadian interference in internal Saudi affairs speaks volumes.
Liable to collapse
Saudi Arabia desperately fears losing control of the “reform” narrative it has worked to cultivate under MBS. The
GAC statement represented a rebuke of the positive press the
Persian Gulf state has enjoyed over the past several months,
and beyond that, the first criticism of the country’s human
rights record from a major western government since MBS
was appointed crown prince.
The kingdom’s PR scheme reveals that its so-called reform
program is nothing more than a sham. This is further evidenced by the Saudi government’s response to its Canadian
counterpart. Vision 2030 lies on a fragile foundation and
is liable to collapse. Imagine the possibility of a domino
effect: Other nations in the West could join Canada’s call
and press the crown prince to follow through on the changes
that he purports to be implementing. MBS would be forced

Saudi Arabia desperately fears losing control of the
“reform” narrative it has worked to cultivate under MBS.
to match actions with words, instead of using “reform” as
a tool to cement his power at home and win favour abroad.
Place yourself in the mind of the soon-to-be king, and these
fears become veritable.
But Saudi Arabia greatly overstepped in spiting Canada.
Besides the diplomatic row, a pro-Saudi Twitter account
published thinly-veiled threats invoking imagery reminiscent
of one of the worst terrorist attacks in history.
In a graphic posted on 6 August, a rogue Air Canada
aircraft is seen against the backdrop of the Toronto skyline,
on course to collide with the CN Tower. Such would be the
outcome of “sticking one’s nose where it doesn’t belong”,
in reference to the GAC tweet.
Trolling on Twitter
Infographic KSA, the account that posted this graphic, was
suspended from Twitter shortly thereafter. The episode was
hardly a boon for PR efforts aimed at dispelling unfavorable
attitudes towards Saudi Arabia in the West.
Nevertheless, Saudi-linked accounts continued trolling
on Twitter. Dozens of accounts - most featuring majestic images of MBS as profile pictures - tweeted the same message
condemning the “cultural genocide” of indigenous people
and voicing support for Quebecois separatism.
In Saudi Arabia we feel worried about Canada committing
cultural genocide against Indigenous people. We also support the right of Quebec to become an independent nation.
Canada is not the first country to face the fiery (and often
sophomoric) wrath of the crown prince for pursuing a foreign
policy at odds with that of Saudi Arabia. Take, for instance,

the ongoing blockade of Qatar.
In June 2017, Saudi Arabia officially broke ties with its
Persian Gulf neighbor, dubiously accusing the latter of funding terrorist groups. As with Canada, Saudi Arabia has gone
above and beyond in its rift with Qatar. In June, plans to dig
a canal on the border with Qatar were solidified. If realized,
this project would transform the diplomatically isolated
Persian Gulf state into an island.
International pressure
These over-the-top responses to Qatar and now Canada
warrant a conversation on how MBS is leading his country’s
domestic and foreign affairs off a cliff.
One is tempted to draw connections between the aggrandizement of the crown prince and Saudi Arabia’s irrational
behavior on the world stage. MBS is marketed as the force
behind Vision 2030. To point to the ongoing crackdown on
human rights activists is to suggest that he has not, in fact,
brought change to Saudi Arabia - not just a reproach of Vision 2030, but a direct jab at the man behind it.
Those truly committed to the struggle for human and
women’s rights in the Persian Gulf should support Ottawa
as it deals with Riyadh’s aggression. Concerned citizens in
the West ought to push their politicians and governments
to stand with Canada and join in condemning MBS’s false
reforms.
Without such pressure, the UK, France, and others are
likely to succumb and encourage their long-standing ally to
capitulate to the will of a megalomaniac monarch.
(Source: Middle East Eye)
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EU “Blocking Statute” is not guarantee
for business with Iran: Jenkins
A: I cannot remember why the
1
1996 Cuba sanctions failed to deter European firms from doing business with or in
Cuba. What I do know is that the Clinton
administration was far less ruthless and
far readier to take account of European
concerns than is the Trump administration.
Also I believe I am right in saying that
the European Commission succeeded in
reaching an understanding with the Clinton
administration soon after U.S. adoption
of that 1996 Cuba sanctions act, and that
this understanding defused the threat that
the act posed for European firms.
In Europe, economic companies
have the right to choose and freedom, and
the EU also does not want to restrict this
freedom. Does the EU can push the companies to work with Iran? How the EU can
force the companies to cooperate with Iran?
A: In Europe government can encourage
firms to behave in certain way and can use
laws and regulations to make certain forms
of behavior punishable.
It would be unrealistic, in my view, to
expect the European Commission or individual European governments to force
European firms to do business with or in
Iran if doing so would put at risk those firms’

I understand that it may lead the Iranian
government to decide to withdraw from
the JCPOA.
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Trump’s Terrible Mistake
The law forbids European companies from complying
1
with the U.S. measures and allows them to recover damages
arising from the sanctions “from the person causing them”.
The fact is that, according to the Financial Times and other
western news sources, Donald Trump›s decision to withdraw
from the nuclear deal with Iran will have heavy expenses for the
United States. The isolation of Washington in the international
system has now reached its peak.
Trump›s specific economic policies against European players,
China, Russia and ... have also exacerbated this trend. So far,
many American analysts have warned about Trump›s deterrent
policies in the U.S. foreign policy and economics. However, by
picking up people such as Bolton and Pompeo, Trump has shown
that he isn›t basically paying any attention to these warnings,
and once he realizes that, there is no longer any opportunities
to make up for his mistakes.

profitability or survival. At most government can look for ways of encouraging or
facilitating (e.g. by creating safe channels
for financial transactions) business with
or in Iran.
All this has led me to the view that
the Trump administration will succeed in
inhibiting and reducing European trade
with and investment in Iran, against the
wishes of European governments and the
EU High Representative, Mme. Mogherini.
That angers and worries me.
I understand that it may lead the Iranian
government to decide to withdraw from the
JCPOA. But I can see a good chance that
this will not happen, since the JCPOA is
not just about economic benefits for Iran,
it is also about political benefits for Iran.
For instance, the confidence that the
JCPOA generates in the peaceful nature
of Iran’s nuclear programme denies the
United States and Israel a pretext for attacking Iran.
And Iranian adherence to the JCPOA
helps to secure for Iran the friendship of
Russia, China and Europe – friendship that
is valuable, I submit, when the leader of
the United States is a Donald Trump and
the leader of Israel is a Bibi Netanyahu.

Trump knows Europe as an
enemy!

EU blocking statute can’t protect Iran against U.S.
sanctions: Fitzpatrick

By Javad Heirannia

TEHRAN — Mark Fitzpatrick, Executive Director of International Institute for Strategic Studies says that the EU blocking
statute cannot by itself protect Iran against the impact of
U.S. sanctions because any firms that do business with the
United States will still need to decide for themselves if it is
worth risking this business for the sake of trade with Iran.
“European governments can advise and assist businesses,
but cannot compel them to do business with any party,”
Fitzpatrick told the Tehran Times in an exclusive interview.
Following is the full text of the interview:
Some argue that the European Union laws does not
have an effect to protect Iran against the impact of U.S.
sanctions. In other words, the law is a new version of the
«Blocking Statute» that the European Union approved in
1996 to protect Cuba against U.S. sanctions. In your opinion,
how much this law is effectiveness to protect Iran against
U.S. sanctions?
A: The EU blocking statute cannot by itself protect Iran
against the impact of U.S. sanctions because any firms that
do business with the United States will still need to decide
for themselves if it is worth risking this business for the sake
of trade with Iran. Given the huge size of the U.S. market,
most will probably say no. But small and medium-sized Eu-

The EU blocking statute
cannot by itself protect
Iran against the impact
of U.S. sanctions because
any firms that do business
with the United States will
still need to decide for
themselves

ropean firms that do not have a presence in the U.S. market
may make a different decision, which will be helped by the
blocking statute. It would be better, however, if they were
able to conduct trade with Iran that is not denominated in
U.S. dollars. It would also help if central banks in Europe
established direct banking service channels.
Previously, in 1996, without the Europe support,
America put sanction on Cuba, and Europe did not accept
these sanctions. Nowadays Is Europe still able to resist U.S.
sanctions against Iran?
A: The situation is different compared with 1996, because
secondary sanctions have evolved since then to become more
powerful. In addition, the Trump Administration is more
aggressive in implementing the sanctions. This said, the
Cuba example is a good reminder of the ineffectiveness of
sanctions that are not supported by other parties. America’s
embargo on Cuba has been a colossal failure.
In Europe, economic companies have the right to
choose and freedom, and the EU also does not want to restrict this freedom. Does the EU can push the companies
to work with Iran? How the EU can force the companies to
cooperate with Iran?
A: Yes, European companies make their own decisions
on trade. European governments can advise and assist
businesses, but cannot compel them to do business with
any party.

‘Saudis’ scorched-earth policy aimed at depriving
resistance from public Yemeni support’
TEHRAN (FNA) — Political analyst
and Human Rights Lawyer Arno Develay
says that Saudi Arabia aims to impose a
scorched-earth policy in Yemen in order to
deprive the Ansarallah resistance movement from any kind of support from the
Yemeni public.
Arno Develay is an international Human
Rights Lawyer and political analyst. He
has also been interviewed by international news outlets such as Press TV for his
expert commentary.
What do you think of the ongoing
humanitarian crisis in Yemen caused by
the Saudi war and the blockade on the
country?
A: Above all, one should note that
ever since the attack on Yemen began in
March 2015, the country has come under
both a complete embargo and a maritime
blockade that has prevented any kind of
relief, be it foodstuff, medical supplies
and equipment from being delivered in
a way that would alleviate the hardships
of the suffering population.
As a result, sanitary conditions have
deteriorated to the point that the worst
cholera outbreak since 1949 is now plaguing
every single governorate of the country,
has affected over one million people and
led to the death of over 2500 people.
As things currently stand, this deliberate policy of targeting civilians constitutes a gross violation of the Geneva
Conventions and could be constitutive
of war crimes, crimes against humanity
if not outright genocide which is defined
as the deliberate and systematic extermination of a national, racial, political,
or cultural group.
Why do the US and the UK continue to supply Saudi Arabia with arms
despite international criticism with regard
to civilian casualties?
A: First, Saudi Arabia is a major client
state in terms of revenues by way of arm
sales practiced by these countries.
Since the Western corporate media
derives its own revenues from announc-
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW

“Well, I think we have a lot of foes. I think the European
1
Union is a foe, what they do to us in trade. Now, you wouldn’t
think of the European Union, but they’re a foe,” Trump said.
He also named Russia and China as foes, but added “that
doesn’t mean they are bad. It doesn’t mean anything. It means
that they are competitive.”
“I respect the leaders of those countries. But, in a trade sense,
they’ve really taken advantage of us and many of those countries are in NATO and they weren’t paying their bills,” he said.
European Council President Donald Tusk tweeted in response:
“America and the EU are best friends. Whoever says we are foes
is spreading fake news.”
Regarding this newly raised dispute, there are some points
that can’t be easily ignoredthe European officials haven’t yet
understood the extent of Trump’s hostility to the existence of the
United European! This is while the trade war between Trump
and the European Union has entered a new phase since the beginning of 2018.
Some American economic analysts believe that based on
his protectionist policies, Trump will impose new and wider
tariffs on the EU, China, Canada and Mexico in the future.
European officials are now faced with a president who sees
«economic protectionism» as a major policy in the field of
commerce, and in the future he will try to pursue this policy
even more seriously.

N.I.O.C

National Iranian

1397.2373
Drilling Company
National Iranian
N.I.O.C
Drilling Company
1397.2373
Call for public tender (First/Second publish)
Call for public
tender (First/Second publish)
One Stages tender
One Stages tender
Subject
of Tender: ELECTROMAGENTIC
CHANGE
VALVE
FOR BEIJING
Subject of Tender:
ELECTROMAGENTIC
CHANGE VALVE FOR
BEIJING
DISC BRAKE
OF DRAWORKS MODEL JC70D
DISC BRAKE OF DRAWORKS MODEL JC70D
Tender descriptions:
Registration No. through national
electronic tendering system

The Tender holder

3,172,223

UN official has any interest in taking the
initiative to confront one of the organization’s main donors.
It is a classic case of conflict of
interest between the UN mandate to
work at preventing conflict and maintain the peace on the one hand and
the organization’s own pursuit of its
survival on the other.
The airstrikes by the Saudi-led
coalition have mostly killed Yemeni civilians, including thousands of women
and children. What do you think is Riyadh’s incentive for targeting the civilian
population?
A: By engaging in egregious violation
of humanitarian law as they proceed to
indiscriminately bomb non-military targets
such as hospitals, mosques and cultural
landmarks, the Saudis aim to impose a
scorched-earth policy aimed at systematically deprive the Resistance from any
kind of support from the Yemeni people.
It is Riyadh’s hope that war fatigue will
see Ansarallah sue for peace in order to
preserve its political capital among the
population.

(Rial)

2,779,210,430

Indent No.: 08-22-9745008

Qualitative evaluation of tenderers

Method

ers having strong ties to the military
industrial complex in both the UK
and the US, one easily understands
how news editors would refrain from
covering the conflict without risking
losing their jobs and/or prospects for
career advancement.
Without any kind of sustained news
coverage, the general public cannot be
expected to grow aware of the disaster that
is unfolding in Yemen; a country that most
would not be able to pinpoint on a map.
Why have the international organizations, particularly the UN, remained
passive in the face of the ongoing Saudi
atrocities?
A: Riyadh by holding a seat on the Human Right Council has managed to snuff
out any kind of meaningful investigation
using bribery and behind-the-scenes
political wrangling to prevent powerful states such as Russia for instance
from getting an elected representative
who could put the Yemen issue on the
Council’s agenda.
Riyadh moreover contributes significantly to the UN budget therefore no

Estimated value

/Indent No.

Tender No.: FP/0497/023

National Iranian Drilling Company



Tender No.

 The evaluation will be made subject to submission of needed certificates in meeting for opening the
received tenderer’s proposals.



Purchasing & Submitting


The distribution of the documents will be started one day after the publishing of second

advertisement and ended on the following seventh day thereof.



Tender
Distribution Place
address: Hall No.:113, 1thfloor, Foreign Procurement Dept., National

Document

Iranian Drilling Company, Airport square, Ahwaz, IRAN
Distribution

by Company
Submitting one original Bank Fund Receipt in the amount of 510.000 Iranian Rials under

account number 4001114004020491 in name of “NIDC Incomes Centralized Fund” issued
Submitting Method

.by I.R. of Iran Central Bank

.Submitting format Request for the purpose of receiving Tender Documents


Days after the last time of Purchasing. closing date 13 oct 2018 35

Closing date
The envelopes will be opend at 9:45 on 14 oct 2018

Documents

Receiving
Hall No. 107, 1stfloor, Tender Committee, Operation building, National
Method
Iranian Drilling Company, Airport square, Ahwaz, IRAN.
Address
Tel: +98-61-34148580 +98-61-34148569



Tender Guarantee

Value of
guarantee
Type of
guarantee
Duration of
credit &
quotation

139,000,000 Rial/2,899 Euro
 Bank guarantees or guarantees issued by non-bank institutions that obtain activity license from the
central bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran.
 Submitting one original Bank Fund Receipt under account number 4001114006376636 in name of
“NIDC saving account” by the central bank of Islamic Republic of Iran.
Tender Guarantee should be valid for 90 days and extendable maximum for one time in initial
validity duration.

( Foreign Procurement Dept.)
( Foreign Procurement Dept.)

More of this & other tenders are accessible by click on:
www.nidc.ir
http://sapp.ir/nidc.pr

More of this & other tenders are accessible by click on:

97/05/30 نوبت دوم97/05/29 نوبت اول
تهران تایمز
www.nidc.ir

97/5/30 نوبت دوم97/5/29 تهران تایمز نوبت اول

http://sapp.ir/nidc_pr
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Apt in Vanak
5th floor, 170 sq.m, 3 Bdrs. fully
furn, balcony
spj, elevator, $2500
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Duplex Villa in Fereshteh
300 sq.m, 4 Bdrs., fully renovated
green yard, parking
outdoor swimming pool, $5000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Apt in Elahiyeh
2th floor, 90 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
furn, elevator, parking, $1500
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Luxury Villa in the North
duplex, 1200 sq.m built up, 2000
sq.m land, 5 Bdrs., big saloon
servant, indoor pool spj renovated
beautiful and green garden, semi furn
$18000 negotiable
Suitable for Embassies
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Apt in Aghdasieh
almost new, 3th floor 121 sq.m 2
Bdrs., furn , pkg, elevator
$2000
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
Apt in Fereshteh
13th floor 300 sq.m, 4 Bdrs. unfurn
balcony, nice view
3 parking places, equipped
kitchen, lobby, lobby man
$3300
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Duplex Apt in Mahmoodieh
100 sq.m, 2 Bdrs., furn, green
yard, outdoor pool, parking
$1600
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Niavaran
110 sq.m, 2 Bdrs. fully furn
Swimming pool, Jacuzzi, pkg
$1600
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Zafaranieh
140 sq.m, 2 Bdrs., fully furn
renovated, storage, $2000
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Villa in Darous
duplex, 1200 sq.m built up 2000
sq.m land, 5 Bdrs. renovated
big saloon, semi furn, beautiful
garden, pool, sauna, Jacuzzi
$17000
Suitable for
Residency & Embassy
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
Super Luxury Villa in Elahieh
1500 sq.m, 900 sq.m built up
duplex, green garden, outdoor
pool, renovated, furn & unfurn
$15000
Suitable for
Embassy & Residency
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Holder of
ISO 9001:2008
ISO 10004:2012
ISO 10002:2014
From Oxford Cert Universal

TEHRAN TIMES

Iran’s Leading
International Daily
Advertising Dept

Tel:

021 - 430 51 450

times1979@gmail.com

+9821 430 51 450
w w w . t e h r a n t i m e s . c o m

Whole Building in
Gandi
5 floors, 19 apts, 92 sq.m to 100
sq.m, furn, lobby, elevator
$28500
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Apt in Qeytarieh
170 sq.m, 3 Bdrs., beautiful
& perfect furn, good light, spj
parking, good access to
highway & Elahieh, $2500
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Whole Building in
Kamranieh
10 unit apt, 60 Bdrs., each apt
around 210 sq.m, with 3 Bdrs.
lobby, 37 parking & more, spj, too
many storage rooms, completely
renovated, good access to highway
Ready for Renting to foreign
Companies & Residency
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Apt in Elahieh
180 sq.m, 3 Bdrs., fully furn
nice & cozy, spj, $2500
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Office in Valiasr
13 floor, 165 sq.m, 2 rooms
nice view, lobby, security
full of foreign companies
parking, renovated
Price per each sq $57
Tax included
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
th

Nice Office in Jordan
300 sq.m, renovated, parking full
of foreign companies, lobby good
access to highway
$10000
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
New Whole Building in Farmanieh
5th floor, each floor 2 apt, each apt
200 sq.m, 3 Bdrs., lobby
3 different entrances, 2 level
parking, spj, garden
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Villa in Zafaranieh
duplex, 564 sq.m, 6 Bdrs. fully
furn, spj, yard, pkg, renovated
$5500
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Advertising Dept:

AUGUST 20, 2018

Apt in Zafaranieh
220 sq.m, 3 Bdrs., fully furn very
quite & cozy, parking, spj
$2700
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
Apt in Jordan
70 sq.m, 1 Bdr., fully furn parking
opposite to
Mellat-Park, $1400
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
Suite in Elahieh
40 sq.m, good access
$1500
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
Office in Valiasr
from 250 sq.m up to 7000 sq.m
commercial office, ready for
renting to foreign companies
lobby, parking lot
good access to highway
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
Apt in Elahieh
170 sq.m, 2 Bdrs., full furn
big balcony, $1500
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

INTERNATIONAL DAILY

ADVERTISEMENT
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20, 2018
2018
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Instagram account shows how to enjoy
food while also counting calories

The idea of counting calories whenever you consume
any item of food is one that undoubtedly fills numerous
people with dread.
However, one Instagrammer is on a mission to prove
that doing so doesn’t mean that you have to substitute
good-tasting food for bland alternatives.
Graeme Tomlinson, otherwise known as The Fitness
Chef, is a fitness coach, personal trainer and nutritionist
who’s built an impressive following educating people
all about how calorie counting can benefit your life.
On his Instagram account, which has 119,000 followers,
Tomlinson regularly places different food items side
by side in order to compare the calorie content of each.
“I decided to post simple food comparisons to my
audience because I wanted to provide them with factual
information that they could integrate into their own
fitness journey,” he tells The Independent.
“Instead of wishy washy advice, I want to base my
content on useful facts and evidence-based advice.”
While eating foods that contain a variety of nutrients
is essential, factoring in how they’ll affect your body
composition is also vital in order to achieve a healthy
balance, Tomlinson explains.
“If you want to lose, maintain or gain weight this
only occurs through energy balance,” he says.

“This is the first and most basic concept that people
fail to acknowledge or adhere to.
“One of my main aims is to make people realise that
consuming nutritious food is great, but it doesn’t automatically mean you will lose weight unless you’re in
an overall calorie deficit.”
For example, in one of his most recent posts, Tomlinson compared the calorie and sugar content of dried
fruit with fresh fruit.
While many people may assume that eating dried
fruit as a snack is a healthy course of action, it can
actually be extremely detrimental for your health if
done in excess.
As Tomlinson highlighted in the post, four portions
of dried fruit can amount to 1,170 calories, in comparison to four portions of fruit that can total 294 calories.
Furthermore, dried fruit can contain approximately
four times more sugar than fresh fruit.
Being aware of what you’re eating when you’re mindlessly snacking throughout the day can have a hugely
positive impact on your wellbeing, as Tomlinson explains.
“Snacking on fruit is beneficial. But you still have to
be smart about it,” he writes on Instagram.
“If fat loss or reducing sugar intake is your aim, you
can consume a greater volume of food per calories when

9

Prolonged sitting: Short
bouts of activity reduce
health risks

the fruit is fresh.
“Consuming more food and less calories is a logical idea.”
As Tomlinson points out, reducing your calorie intake isn’t necessarily about limiting the amount of food
that you’re eating.
In fact, it’s entirely possible to eat more healthy food
than usual that contains fewer calories on the whole, as
long as you learn to read the labels correctly.
While it may be important not to eat an excessive
amount of calories, research has shown that attempting to maintain a low-calorie diet may be futile in the
long run.
According to Dr Jason McKeown, a leading British
neuroscientist, trying to sustain a highly calorie-restricted diet won’t work in the long run as your brain
will simply “override attempts to weigh less.”
“Our brains control our weight, our metabolism and
our hunger levels,” he explains.
“Specifically, studies over the last 50 years have
consistently shown that the hypothalamus is ‘mission
control’ for our weight.”
Dr McKeown states that this is why people may often find themselves putting weight back on following
attempts to shed a few pounds.
(Source: The Independent)

A newly published meta-analysis has discovered that even short
breaks from prolonged sitting can reduce some of the adverse
metabolic effects associated with it. Short stints of low-level activity can make a real difference.
In Western society, sitting down for long periods of time is
now the norm; at the office, watching television, playing video
games, our lives are easily filled with physical inactivity.
The negative health consequences of sedentary living are also
growing clearer.
As Dr. Meredith Peddie, co-author of the new study, explains,
“Most of us spend about 75 percent of our day sitting or being
sedentary, and this behavior has been linked to increased rates
of diabetes, cardiovascular disease, some cancers, and overall
mortality.”
The exact reasons why prolonged sitting is so unhealthful
are not fully known, but certain metabolic factors are thought
to play a part.
For instance, long periods with little exertion reduce insulin sensitivity and glucose tolerance, while increasing levels of
triglycerides — the main constituent of body fat — in the blood.
Reducing the impact of sitting
Dr. Peddie led a group of researchers at the University of Otago
in New Zealand; they were joined in their efforts by scientists
from the University of Prince Edward Island and the University
of Guelph, both in Canada.
They set out to explore whether small changes in behavior
may be effective at minimizing some of the negative acute
metabolic and vascular effects of long periods of sedentary
behavior.
To investigate, the team assessed 44 existing studies that focused on interrupting prolonged sitting with various amounts
and types of movement. Their findings were published recently
in the journal Sports Medicine.
More specifically, they were interested in the effect of up to
24 hours of prolonged sitting following a meal. They measured
its influence on various factors, including glucose, insulin, and
triglyceride levels, blood pressure, and vascular function.
They compared these effects with individuals whose sitting
was interrupted with light to moderate activity.
They found that even light-intensity activity every 30 minutes
had significant effects.
Physical activity of any intensity was shown to reduce concentrations of glucose and insulin in the blood up to 9 hours after the
meal. Similarly, levels of fat in the blood were also reduced, but
this only occurred 12–16 hours after activity began.
A robust and positive effect
Dr. Peddie and colleagues were particularly surprised that the
beneficial changes they saw were not affected by the intensity of
the activity or the age or weight of each participant. Similarly, the
type of meal eaten before the prolonged sitting did not influence
the results, either.
(Source: Medical News Today)
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Jordan

Elahiyeh

From 50 to 8000 sq.m available

Jordan,

4 Bdrs,fully

Triplex-800 sq.m built up,1000

With all facilities in different

4-storey building,1000 sq.m,

sq.m land,Semi-furn,7

areas

furn,260sq.m,spj,$3000
Jordan

Bdrs,spj,$9000

3Bdrs,fully furn,2nd fl.,250

Nobody does it better

sq.m,spj,,$2500
Zaferaniyeh
Darous
2Bdrs,fully furn,3rd fl.,brand
new,100 sqm,lobby

Duplex, 4 Bdrs,unfurn,350

Apartment-villa
French-style

Niavaran

garden,500 sq.m built up
area,indoor spj,4Bdrs,fully
furn,triplex,$15000

Valiasre-Bagheferdos
3 Bdrs,fully furn,brand
new,5th fl., 150 sq.m ,indoor

Darous

spj,$1900

1000 sq.m land,400 sq.m built

Mirdamad-Naft

up area, flat.4 Bdrs,spj.$7000

3 Bdrs.fully furn,5th fl.,200
sq.m, $ 2000
Close to Paladium Shopping

Jordan

Zaferaniyeh

100 sq.m,3

Triplex villa,800 sq.m,built

rooms,parking,brand new

up,1000 sq.m land,12

3rd fl.,$1700

Since: 1987

مالکین محرتم امالک مسکونی و اداری شام را
جهت اجاره به خارجی نیازمندیم

Jordan

center

850 sq.m land,500 sq.m

3Bdrs,180 sq.m,fully

built up,5 Bdrs,spj,furn/

furn,lobby,sp,garden,$2000

unfurn,duplex,$7000

rooms,$8500
Niavaran

Valiasre

Triplex villa,2000 sq.m

150 sq.m brand new, all

land,600 sq.m built up ,spj,all

facilities,5th fl.,$2300

2000 sq.m land,green

3Bdrs,fully furn 360 sq.m.sp,
5000

09121081212

sq.m,spj,$8000

1600
Zaferaniyeh-Yekta,

Mr. Shahin

all facilities,$10000

facilities,$15000
Darous

Tel: 22723121

tehranfirstchoice@gmail.com

We give service with a
difference…We care!
Long & Short term rentals
Purchase Properties
FURNISHED - UNFURNISHED
Villa-Apartment-OfficeBuilding

Vozara

Duplex villa,600 sq.m built

250 sq.m,all facilities

up,1000 sq.m land ,all

8th fl.,,$4000

facilities,$8000
Other areas:

Mirdamad-Naft

Farmaniyeh

120 sq.m,6th fl., $1700

Aghdasiyeh
Shahrak Gharb

vanak
shariati

Shariati-Pasdaran
Valiasre
Tajrish

pasdaran

Jordan

shahrak gharb

Vanak

saadatabad

Arjantin

4000-3000-5000-4000-1000
sq.m,full,reasonable price

nice cases ready to move in.

Zafar…
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Food conference to host
Iranian, Iraqi, Syrian experts
TECHNOLOGY TEHRAN — Experts from Iran, Syria
d
e
s
k and Iraq will participate in the International Conference on Promotion of Scientific and
Regional Cooperation on Food and Agricultural Sciences,
which will be held on August 24 in the Iranian city of
Mashhad.

The conference aims to hold an interdisciplinary, international forum for scientists, researchers, students,
and industrialists of the related fields of agriculture, food
industry and environment to exchange ideas, discover
novel opportunities and broaden their knowledge, Mehr
reported on Saturday.
An exhibition of food, food processing and packaging
entitled iFood 2018 will be also held on the sidelines of
the event at the Mashhad International Exhibition Center.
Food and beverages, process technology, packaging
technology, refrigeration and air-conditioning technology
and conveying, and transport and storage installations
are different sections of the exhibition.

AUGUST 20, 2018

Efficiency possible through
information technology: minister
TECHNOLOGY TEHRAN — Efficiend
e
s
k cy, the only solution to
benefit from limited resources worldwide,
is possible through information technology, communication and information
technology minister said, the ministry’s
website announced.
Mohammad Javad Azari Jahromi
made the remarks during his recent trip
to the southern province of Bushehr on
Saturday.
For instance, smart irrigation decreases
water consumption and the smart water
meters measure the consumption more
precise, he added.
IT-based services is the only field in
the world in which, the job creation is
developed, he said.
There is no way other than moving
toward IT since the digital transformation or fourth industrial revolution is
happening all through the world, Azari
Jahromi added.

Communication and Information Technology Minister Mohammad Javad Azari Jahromi

Iran’ telecommunication industry
market share is 400 trillion rials (9.5
billion dollars) but there is no official
statistics about IT market, he announced.
According to Iran Chamber of Commerce Iran has 200 million dollars annual income from software export, he
announced.
The ministry plans to renovate data of
IT ecosystem through agreements with
other organizations, he said.
He pointed to recent agreements
signed between the ministry, agriculture
ministry and energy ministry according to
which, the data liberation is highlighted,
he concluded.
Data liberation is the practice of allowing users to view and export the data
that you have about them. In theory,
data liberation could be adopted as a
legal principle but regulations in this
area remain sparse. Data liberation reduces vendor lock-in.

Special fund to finance technological
projects in underprivileged areas

Startup weekend to highlight
environmental challenges

TECHNOLOGY TEHRAN — The
d
e
s
k innovation
and
prosperity fund, affiliated with the
presidential office, will support technological projects in underprivileged
areas of the country, the fund’s head
Behzad Soltani said, Mehr reported
on Saturday.
The fund will provide finance for
the plans through long-term loans
so that they can commercialize their
knowledge-based projects, he explained.
The fund prioritizes the importance of projects, which are

TECHNOLOGY TEHRAN — Knowld
e
s
k edge-based companies
and startups active in the field of environment will share their experience during a
startup weekend, which will be held from
November 5 to 7, Mehr reported on Sunday.
The event will be organized by the
Technology Development Council of
Water, Erosion and Environment of vice
presidency for science and technology.
The event aims to develop ideas to deal
with water, erosion and environmental
challenges and provide preliminaries to
perform ideas and commercialization of
eco-friendly knowledge-based products.

SOCIALLY SAFE
Spam and phishing in
cyberspace
Cybercriminals have become quite savvy in their attempts to lure
people in and get you to click on a link or open an attachment.
Malicious Email
A malicious email can look just like it comes from a financial
institution, an e-commerce site, a government agency or any
other service or business.
It often urges you to act quickly, because your account has
been compromised, your order cannot be fulfilled or there is
another urgent matter to address.
If you are unsure whether an email request is legitimate, try
to verify it with these steps:

planned for underprivileged areas
and reduce severity in the process,
he added.
The knowledge-based companies
established in underprivileged areas
should do above 70 percent of their
activities in that place, otherwise the
fund does not support it, he said.
“So far we verified two projects in
Lorestan and Sistan-Baluchestan provinces,” he explained.
The fund also supports two technological projects at the Kermanshah
Province, after the earthquake on November 12, 2017, he concluded.

The startups are active in different environmental fields including optimization of
water consumption in the field of agriculture
and industry, drought risk management,
ecosystem, lakes and wetlands management
and erosion management.
The council will support the selected
plans and ideas in order to commercialize their products.
According to the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO), agricultural water
usage in Iran is 22 percent above the global
average while water productivity [crop yield
per cubic meter of water consumption] is
one-third of world average.

How entrepreneurs are innovating their way out of traffic in Egypt?
Contact the company directly – using information provided
on an account statement, on the company’s official website or
on the back of a credit card.
Search for the company online – but not with information
provided in the email.
Spam
Spam is the electronic equivalent of junk mail. The term refers
to unsolicited, bulk – and often unwanted – email. Here are
ways to reduce spam:
Enable filters on your email programs: Most internet service
providers (ISPs) and email providers offer spam filters; however,
depending on the level you set, you may end up blocking emails
you want. It’s a good idea to occasionally check your junk folder
to ensure the filters are working properly.
Report spam: Most email clients offer ways to mark an
email as spam or report instances of spam. Reporting spam will
also help to prevent the messages from being directly delivered
to your inbox.
Own your online presence: Consider hiding your email address
from online profiles and social networking sites or only allowing
certain people to view your personal information.
Phishing
Phishing attacks use email or malicious websites (clicking
on a link) to collect personal and financial information or infect
your machine with malware and viruses.
Spear phishing
Spear phishing involves highly specialized attacks against
specific targets or small groups of targets to collect information or
gain access to systems. For example, a cybercriminal may launch
a spear phishing attack against a business to gain credentials to
access a list of customers. From that attack, they may launch a
phishing attack against the customers of the business. Since they
have gained access to the network, the email they send may look
even more authentic and because the recipient is already customer
of the business, the email may more easily make it through filters
and the recipient maybe more likely to open the email.
The cybercriminal can use even more devious social engineering
efforts such as indicating there is an important technical update
or new lower pricing to lure people.
Spam & phishing on social networks
Spam, phishing and other scams aren’t limited to just email.
They’re also prevalent on social networking sites. The same rules
apply on social networks: When in doubt, throw it out. This rule
applies to links in online ads, status updates, tweets and other posts.
Don’t reveal personal or financial information in an email,
and do not respond to email solicitations for this information.
This includes following links sent in email.
Before sending or entering sensitive information online, check
the security of the website.
Pay attention to the website’s URL. Malicious websites may
look identical to a legitimate site, but the URL may use a variation
in spelling or a different domain (e.g., .com versus .net).
(Source: staysafeonline.org)

Sometimes the most innovative ideas come from entrepreneurs who are just fed up. Their ability to make people’s lives
just a little easier, whether through a solution to a dangerous
social problem or an easy tool that helps people shop from
their home, entrepreneurs can fill in gaps across sectors.
In Cairo, and other congested cities across the Arab world,
traffic remains a huge burden on economic development,
and just overall quality of life. And it’s only becoming more
difficult and complex over time. The problem itself, and an
entrepreneur’s motivation to resolve it, varies from country
to country, but Egyptian entrepreneurs have definitely shown
the greatest interest in tackling the issue.
We’ve previously covered several startups trying to address
the problem, some with similar ideas, some with very different strategies, but here’s an overview of the major players.

Coping with traffic
Many Egyptian entrepreneurs have gone mobile to help
people cope with traffic jams across Cairo and Alexandria.
“Autobeesy Feen” is one such app that gathers crowdsourced
information in real time from commuters about the multiple
bus routes across the jammed capital.
Other applications like iSalik, Taree2y and Bey2ollak,
offer crowdsourced information to track traffic conditions
on all roads. Wasalny differentiates itself through automatic
crowdsourcing of traffic data through a mobile phone’s GPS
feature to get more accurate information.
The traffic problem exists in other countries as well. In
Lebanon, the “Ma2too3a” app crowdsources information
about roadblocks, demonstrations, car accidents and other road alerts, to help people choose the fastest and safest

roads to take. The “Zahmaola” application from Saudi Arabia
similarly keeps users informed about the traffic status in
major cities.
Traffic-inspired services
Traffic was one of the main reasons behind launching
“Mashawaeer”, a personal assistance startup in Egypt that can
be hired to take care of specific personal tasks across Cairo and
Alexandria including grocery shopping, delivery, electricity
and water bill payment, renewal of official documents, waiting
in line for a patient at a clinic or even taking pets for a walk.
Other companies provide a carpooling platform like
Waselny in Gaza, or a campaign to promote bicycles as an
alternative to driving a car in densely populated areas. One
project called “CairoRollers” even encourages people to use
rollerblades as a means of transportation.

Days 1-30: The startup checklist

What is due diligence?

Wouldn’t it be great if there was a startup cheat sheet for budding business
owners? Well, now there is!
With the help of some of the country’s
top startup businesses, we’ve compiled
an essential checklist of the key tasks
and activities that need to be considered in the first 100 days of starting
any business.
As most people aren’t familiar with
the steps to start a business, this checklist
covers everything you need to know prelaunch and post-launch; from market
research to domain names and business
banking. If you’ve got a business idea,
then this checklist will help ensure your
start-up hits the ground running…
Draw up a brief business plan
PROPERCORN co-founder Cassandra Stavrou: “It sounds obvious but

When it came into use in the mid-fifteenth
century, it simply meant ‘reasonable care’.
It became a specialized legal/business term
in the 1930s when the U.S. government
passed a law to ensure that securities
brokers disclosed sufficient information
when selling to investors.
It is now used as a general term for the
process of verifying information.
The level of due diligence required
and the level of due diligence possible
varies depending on the information
being checked. Naturally, a high-level
corporate merger would require extensive due diligence.
When it comes to investor due diligence
on early-stage companies and startups, the
due diligence need not be overly laborious.
It is necessary but should not be daunting,
even if it’s your first investment of this kind.

draw up a business plan which considers what a successful year would look
like. It will constantly evolve but having
goals to measure yourself against will
keep you in check.”
Choose a business name
You’ll need to think carefully about
this from legal and marketing purposes. Check the Companies House web
service to find out whether your business name is already taken and then
check domain name providers to find
out if there is a domain available which
fits with your company name. You’ll
want your name to match your brand
identity but Qudini’s Wethered says
you shouldn’t spend too long thinking
about a name, rather “start with one
and you can change it later”.
(Source: startups.co.uk)

Investment institutions tend to invest in
companies who are well past the proof-ofconcept and early growth stages. As such,
they can examine substantive data in their
assessment and check its validity. They also
need to check it so that they can justify the
investment to their own shareholders.
It’s only when a company has achieved
a certain level of tangible traction that you
can reasonably run analytics on it in the
hope of predicting the eventual outcome
and the risks involved. The later stage the
company, the more data, the more due
diligence, the more predictable the outcome.
Early-stage companies accepting investment from private investors tend to
have less tangible evidence available for
checking because the company simply
hasn’t been operating long enough.
(Source: angelinvestmentnetwork)
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‘Abrupt thaw’ of permafrost could
significantly affect climate change models
Methane released by thawing permafrost from some Arctic
lakes could significantly accelerate climate change, according
to a new study. Unlike shallow, gradual thawing of terrestrial
permafrost, the abrupt thaw beneath thermokarst lakes is
irreversible this century. Even climate models that project
only moderate warming this century will have to factor in
their emissions, according to the researchers.
The study, which was published Aug. 15 in the journal
Nature Communications, focuses on the carbon released by
thawing permafrost beneath thermokarst lakes. Such lakes
develop when warming soil melts ground ice, causing the
surface to collapse and form pools of water. Those pools
accelerate permafrost thaw beneath the expanding lakes,
providing food for microbes that produce the greenhouse
gases carbon dioxide and methane.
Lead author Katey Walter Anthony and her colleagues
studied hundreds of thermokarst lakes in Alaska and Siberia
during a 12-year period, measuring their growth and how
much methane was bubbling to their surface.
Remote-sensing data
By combining field work results with remote-sensing data
of lake changes during the past two years, they determined
the “abrupt thaw” beneath such lakes is likely to release
large amounts of permafrost carbon into the atmosphere
this century. The lake activity could potentially double the
release from terrestrial landscapes by the 2050s.
The effort, conducted by a team of U.S. and German researchers, is part of a 10-year NASA-funded project to better

understand climate change effects on the Arctic. Additional
support by the National Science Foundation allowed scientists from UAF and the Alaska Division of Geological and
Geophysical Surveys to collect data on permafrost location,
thaw and associated greenhouse gas release from lakes in
Interior Alaska’s Goldstream Valley.
The researchers found the release of greenhouse gases
beneath thermokarst lakes is relatively rapid, with deep
thawing taking place over the course of decades. Permafrost
in terrestrial environments generally experiences shallow
seasonal thawing over longer time spans.
Permafrost soil carbon
The release of that surface permafrost soil carbon is often
offset by an increased growth in vegetation.
“Thermokarst lakes provide a completely different scenario.
When the lakes form, they flash-thaw these permafrost
areas,” said Walter Anthony, an associate professor with
UAF’s Water and Environmental Research Center. “Instead
of centimeters of thaw, which is common for terrestrial environments, we’ve seen 15 meters of thaw beneath newly
formed lakes in Goldstream Valley within the past 60 years.”
Emissions from thermokarst lakes aren’t currently factored into global climate models because their small size
makes individual lakes difficult to include.
However, the study’s authors show that these lakes are
hotspots of permafrost carbon release. They argue that not
including them in global climate models overlooks their
feedback effect, which occurs when the release of greenhouse

The researchers found the release of greenhouse gases
beneath thermokarst lakes is relatively rapid, with deep
thawing taking place over the course of decades.

gases from permafrost increases warming. That feedback is
significant because methane is about 30 times more potent
than carbon dioxide as a heat-trapping gas.
(Source: Science Daily)

Discovery of water-worlds increases chances
of finding alien life, researchers say

Engineers develop world’s
most durable metal alloy

Scientists from Harvard University say one
in three of the exoplanets discovered contained more water than Earth. This suggests
they can support life just like planet Earth.
Specifically, 35 percent of the exoplanets
with sizes bigger than Earth is found to be
abundant with water, as 50 percent of their
weight is comprised of the colorless liquid. In
comparison, Earth’s weight is only composed
of 0.02 percent of water.
The team believed that these exoplanets,
now referred to as water-worlds, formed
similarly with how Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
and Neptune were formed. Since they are
two to four times larger than Earth, these
water-worlds may provide the best chance
of supporting new life, the scientists said.
Use of data
For their study, which was presented at
the Goldschmidt conference in Boston on
Aug. 17, the scientists used the data from
NASA’s Kepler Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission. The group of international experts
analyzed the exoplanets with regard to their
mass measurements and radius measurements. The group then created a general
model of the exoplanet’s internal structure.
The model showed that those exoplanets
with a radius of about 1.5 times the Earth
radius consist of rocks that are about five
times the mass of Earth. On the other hand,
the exoplanets with a radius of about 2.5 times
the Earth’s radius and a mass of around 10
times that of Earth belonged to the group
now referred to as water-worlds.
Dr. Li Zeng, the lead researcher from
Harvard University, said the water in these
exoplanets is not commonly found on Earth.
For one, the water’s surface temperature
is expected to be about 300 to 900 degree
Fahrenheit.

Engineers at Sandia National Laboratories
have developed what they say is the most
durable metal alloy ever created. Made up
of a combination of platinum and gold,
the new material is apparently 100 times
more wear-resistant than high-strength
steel, which makes it the first metal alloy
to join the same class as diamond.
Even better, it naturally produces its own
lubricant that, under normal circumstances,
is extremely fiddly and expensive to make.
The Sandia alloy is made up of 90
percent platinum and 10 percent gold, and
to illustrate how durable it is, the team
uses a pretty colorful analogy.
Imagine skidding on tires made of the
new alloy – according to its inventors, only
a single layer of atoms would be worn off
after skidding for a mile, and you could
drift around the Earth’s equator 500 times
interestingly, this particular platinumgold alloy isn’t new, but it had long been
overlooked in terms of durability.
Studying tough alloys
That’s because when engineers are
developing or studying tough alloys, they
usually look to the harder ones. This alloy
isn’t particularly hard, but was before the
tread would give out.
“Many traditional alloys were developed
to increase the strength of a material by
reducing grain size,” says John Curry,
first author of the study. “Even still, in
the presence of extreme stresses and
temperatures many alloys will coarsen
or soften, especially under fatigue. We
saw that with our platinum-gold alloy
the mechanical and thermal stability is
excellent, and we did not see much change
to the microstructure over immensely long
periods of cyclic stress during sliding.”

High-pressure ices
“Moving deeper, one would expect to find
this water transforms into high-pressure
ices before reaching the solid rocky core,”
Zeng explained.
“Life could develop in certain near-surface
layers on these water worlds when the pressure, temperature and chemical conditions
are appropriate,” she added.
Exoplanets were discovered as early as
1992 orbiting around other stars. To date,
scientists have found 4,000 of confirmed
and candidate exoplanets and the interest
in knowing whether they are suitable to
develop or support life are growing as ever.
NASA has specifically placed the number of confirmed exoplanets at 3,700. The
agency said there could more of them, even
tens of thousands of them. They may also be
discovered as highly advanced and robotic
telescopes are deployed into space.
For one, NASA’s newly launched TESS
mission aims to find more of the exoplanets. NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope,
on the other hand, aims to characterize the
atmosphere of these Super-Earths.
(Source: Tech Times)

The researchers approached the problem
using computer simulations to monitor
what individual atoms were doing, and
how that affected the overall properties
of the material.
Desirable traits
From there, materials that have
particularly desirable traits can be selected
for further study, combined and eventually
tested in the real world.
“We’re getting down to fundamental
atomic mechanisms and microstructure
and tying all these things together to
understand why you get good performance
or why you get bad performance, and then
engineering an alloy that gives you good
performance,” says Michael Chandross,
co-author of the study.
But there’s an even weirder wrinkle to
the story. During testing, the researchers
realized that a black film had started
forming on top of the alloy. This stuff
turned out to be diamond-like carbon,
an effective lubricant that normally takes
a pretty involved and expensive process
to create.
(Source: New Atlas)

For some crows, migration is optional, new study shows
Some crows fly south, while others stay put. And that behavior appears to be ingrained. Christopher Intagliata reports.
Every winter, huge hordes descend upon the parking lots
of big box stores. Not Black Friday shoppers … but crows.
There’s videos all over YouTube.
“So sometimes there are 4000, 10,000, even 20,000
birds in these flocks.”
Andrea Townsend is a behavioral ecologist at Hamilton
College in New York.
“They’re really noticeable because what they like are
urban areas. So you’ll see them in well-lit urban parking
lots. That’s sort of their favorite place to spend the winter.”
Crows, she says, are what’s known as ‘partial migrants.’
Every year, some members of the population migrate between
breeding grounds and their overwintering grounds — like
parking lots. But others just stay put. So Townsend and
her colleagues wanted to know if that urge to migrate was
something individual crows can turn on and off?
To find out, they captured 18 crows from overwintering
spots in California and New York. They fitted the birds with

little backpack satellite tags, and tracked them for several
years.
Overall, three quarters of the birds migrated, an average
of 300 miles. And more importantly, if they migrated once,
they did it every year — suggesting traveling is not a habit

they switch on and off.
Breeding grounds
The researchers also found that migrating crows returned
faithfully to the same breeding grounds every year — but
were more flexible on where to overwinter. Which could
be a good thing.
“Birds with these flexible strategies can change their
behavior when the environment changes. Whereas other
birds are more locked into their overwintering sites. And
those birds may not be able to adjust so quickly or as easily
to changing environmental conditions like climate change.”
The study is in the journal The Auk: Ornithological Advances. Next, Townsend wants to investigate whether migration is a mental tradeoff for the birds — since migrants
have to keep all that location data in mind. “Maybe it’s not
as good at solving problems as a resident bird that doesn’t
have to invest so much in that long-term memory.” Then
again, with all that time on the wing — migrants simply
may not have as much free time to puzzle over problems.
(Source: Scientific American)

‘SHATEL’ Mobile Subscribers to Get Free Music Listening for One Year
SHATEL Mobile in cooperation with ‘My Apps’,
as a legal source for downloading music and
film, has provided free and unrestricted access to over 80,000 tracks of music for its dear
subscribers, the Public Relations Dept. of the
company reported.
Given the above issue, subscribers of SHATEL Mobile can listen to their desired music
as free of charge for a period of one year, the
report added.
The cost of listing to the music and/or wash-

ing film in this application as unlimited for a
period of one year stands at 144,000 tomans,
so that the cost for all its new and old customers
is free of charge.
In addition to listening and downloading
the latest music album of leading Iranian and
foreign artists, subscribers of SHATEL Mobile
SIM card can watch more than 4,000 Iranian
and foreign films with free of charge subscription in ‘My Apps”.
According to this report, all subscribers

of ‘SHATEL Mobile’ in Application and ‘My
Apps’ website can, in addition to listening music
and watching film online, have the ability to
download and use the app as offline.
Shatel Group launched in 2002 after acquiring the ISP and ICP licenses from the Ministry of
Information and Communication Technology.
Shatel activities were initially focused on providing clients with Internet access using dialup
services and international calling cards, Public
Relations Dept. of the company concluded.
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Some of the oldest galaxies in
the universe orbit the Milky Way
When the universe was young, there were no stars, galaxies, or
even atoms. As space expanded, hydrogen atoms formed and
coalesced into stars. Eventually, the first galaxies emerged, and
some of those galaxies may still exist. New data from researchers
at Durham University in the UK and Harvard in the U.S. suggests
several of those ancient galaxies could be in our own backyard.
Our current understanding holds that the early universe was
not even transparent to radiation. It took thousands of years for
that to change, and the first atoms of hydrogen formed about
380,000 years after the Big Bang. This period is sometimes called
the Cosmic Dark Ages because there were no stars or other objects producing light or other frequencies in the electromagnetic
spectrum. It would take almost 100 million years longer for the
universe to cool enough that the atoms could clump together to
form stars that populated the very first galaxies.
The intense ultraviolet radiation from those early galaxies
ionized the remaining hydrogen atoms, making it harder for
them to cool and form stars. That hydrogen did eventually cool
and formed massive dark matter halos around galaxies. This,
in turn, shielded ionized gas from radiation, allowing it to cool
and form stars. Thus, galaxy formation resumed. This is a key
component of the widely accepted Lambda-cold-dark-matter
model, and the team behind the latest research says its results
support the model.
This distribution of older and younger galaxies are in line
with the Lambda-cold-dark-matter model. It would have been
impossible to analyze the older dwarf galaxies even ten years
ago, but improved instruments allowed the team to determine
the properties of these tiny galaxies.
(Source: extremetech.com)

Scientists downgrade
Kilauea volcano as officials
still urge caution
Scientists have downgraded Hawaii’s Kilauea volcano alert level
from “warning” to “watch” amid a slow-down in eruption activity.
“Although no signs of imminent hazardous activity are present
at this time, residents of the region near recently active fissures
should stay informed, heed Civil Defense warnings, and be prepared, if necessary, to self-evacuate,” said a Volcanic Activity
Notice issued Friday.
This will be a relief for residents who have faced lava, ash,
“vog” and “laze” over months of devastating eruptions that have
forced evacuations and destroyed properties. “Vog” is a form of
volcanic air pollution and “laze” is acid rain and air pollution
from plumes and steam explosions. Lava flow finally slowed
down to a near stop August 6, the Associated Press reported.
“Warning” is the highest of the USGS’s four alert level terms.
It means a “hazardous eruption is imminent, underway, or suspected.” “Watch”, the second-highest alert level, means a volcano is either experiencing “heightened or escalating unrest with
increased potential of eruption,” or that an eruption is taking
place “but poses limited hazards.”

It’s impossible to tell if the current decrease in activity is a sign
of the end of lava flows and summit collapses, or just a pause, the
USGS reported. Pauses lasting from five to sixteen days occurred
during a three-month eruption in 1955, the agency stated. Over
the course of the five-year Mauna Ulu eruption, which took place
from 1969 to 1974, the volcano experienced a full three and a
half month drop in activity in 1971.
National Park Service officials told the AP they would use this
respite to take stock of the damage to Hawaii Volcanoes National
Park. Short term repairs, park superintendent Cindy Orlando
told the news agency, may allow part of the park to reopen.
(Source: Newsweek)

Scientists develop feeds
using a marine microalga
co-product
Dartmouth scientists have created a more sustainable feed for
aquaculture by using a marine microalga co-product as a feed
ingredient. The study is the first of its kind to evaluate replacing
fishmeal with a co-product in feed designed specifically for Nile
tilapia. The results are published in the open access journal,
PLOS ONE.
Aquaculture is the world’s fastest growing food sector, surpassing
the global capture fisheries production in 2014. It provides more
than 50 percent of the food supply to humans; however, it poses
several environmental concerns. Aquaculture feed (aquafeeds)
draws on 70 percent of the world’s fishmeal and fish oil, which
is obtained from small, ocean-caught fish such as anchovies,
sardines, herring, menhaden, and mackerel that are essential
to the lower end of the marine food chain.
Aquafeeds also draw on large amounts of soy and corn from
industrial farms, which pose other environmental concerns due
to the use of fertilizers and potential runoff into rivers, lakes
and coastal waters. In addition, aquafeeds may trigger nutrient
pollution in aquaculture effluent, as fish are unable to fully digest
soy and corn, which are major feed ingredients.
To address the environmental sustainability concerns regarding
aquafeed, a Dartmouth team has been developing sustainable
feeds for Nile tilapia, which examine the effectiveness of replacing
fishmeal and fish oil with different types of marine microalgae.
Marine microalgae are excellent sources of essential amino acids,
minerals, vitamins, and omega-3 fatty acids, and can therefore,
meet the nutrient requirements of fish.
The Dartmouth research team’s latest work replaces fishmeal
with a marine microalga co-product, Nannochloropsis oculata,
which is rich in both protein and omega-3 fatty acids, including
eicosapentaenoic acid, that are essential to fish growth and quality.
(Source: eurekalert.org)
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Some $1.5b donated to
health sector in a decade
S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — Iranian philanthropists active
d
e
s
k in the health sector have contributed a
total of 60 trillion rials (nearly $1.5 billion) to the health
sector since the establishment of the national health charity association in the Iranian calendar year 1386 (March
2007-2008).

Health charity association is a non-profit organization
that provides charity-based services in health sector as well
as construction of hospitals and supplying medical equipment and medication for underprivileged.
“Some 110,000 philanthropists are active members of
health charity association in 300 regions of the country,
contributing to the health sector,” IRNA quoted Esmaeil
Ghanian, deputy director of the association as saying on
Sunday.
Providing healthcare facilities, constructing health care
centers and offering health care and treatment are among
the major activities of the association, he added.
Referring to the health services in underprivileged areas of the country, he noted that so far, some 60 trillion
rials (nearly $1.5 billion) have been allocated to the health
sector since the year association has been established,
he concluded.
In July, deputy health minister for social affairs Mohammad Hadi Ayazi said that some 70,000 anonymous donors
are members of over 600 non-governmental organizations
in the health sector, which contributed a total of 15 trillion
rials (nearly $350 million) to the health sector over the past
Iranian calendar year (March 2017-March 2018).

Iranian-Islamic stationery
exhibit underway in Tehran
S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — The Sixth Iranian-Islamic stad
e
s
k tionery exhibition opened on August 13, is
currently underway in Tehran with over a hundred manufacturers participating the event, head of the association of
Iranian-Islamic stationery has said.
“This year, there are nearly 100 publishers and producing
companies from around the country presenting their products
and designs,” Tasnim quoted Saeed Hosseini as saying.
A wide range of stationary products presented in the exhibition this year, which has been doubled since last year,
he added.
Due to a high growth in manufacturing sector, strengthening
the distribution sector becomes the priority, he stated.
Ending on August 23, the exhibition aims at promoting Iranian-Islamic designs and supporting Iranian producers.

LEARN ENGLISH
Applying CPR
A: Hello everyone and welcome to our CPR for beginners course.
First of all, does anyone know what CPR stands for?
B: Cardiopulmonary resuscitation!
A: That’s right! We apply CPR in the case of cardiac arrest
or pulmonary arrest.
B: What does that mean?
A: Well, basically if your heart stops pumping blood, or your
lungs stop pumping air, then we need to get them going again!
That’s when we have to apply this procedure. Let’s begin!
I need a volunteer.
B: Me! Me!
A: Alright, come here and lay flat on your back. Let’s suppose
this young woman has stopped breathing. We must lift the person’s
chin so that we clear a pathway for air to get into the lungs. Then
we place our mouth over the other person’s mouth and blow
air two or three times, like this.
B: Well, ok.
A: As I was saying, we blow air through the mouth in this manner.
Once this is done, we must try to get the heart going again. To
do this, we place our hands over the person’s chest, and press
down firmly two or three times.

Key vocabulary

stand for: represent
cardiopulmonary resuscitation: emergency procedure
for reviving heart and lung function
in the case of: in the matter of someone or something
cardiac arrest: failure of the pumping action of the heart
pulmonary arrest: the cessation of breathing
procedure: a manner of proceeding
lay flat: lie down with all parts of the body touching floor
on your back: face-up lying on the floor

Supplementary vocabulary

Heimlich maneuver: a series of abdominal thrusts used to
expel an object a person is choking on
concussion: a brain injury that is caused by a sudden blow to
the head or to the body
stroke: the rapidly developing loss of brain function(s) due to
disturbance in the blood supply to the brain
hemorrhage: a discharge or escape of blood

Without water,
everything
withers
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Health minister blames ‘sub-standard’
auto industry for road casualties

S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — The Iranid
e
s
k an health minister has
blamed the sub-standard domestic auto
industry products for road casualties in
the country, saying that increased fatalities may stem from the fact that “we do
not treasure human life”.
Hassan Qazizadeh-Hashemi made
the remarks over a national festival for
preventing accidents held for the second
consecutive year on Sunday.
Reports indicate that most road casualties
take place over the last month of summer as
last year at the same time everyday some 66
people lost their lives on average and the
number even grow to 81 on some especial
holidays, Qazizadeh-Hashemi regretted.
Auto industry is “oppressing” people as
they do not treasure human life and this
fall on deaf ears, he restated, adding that
the administration and the Majlis [Iranian
parliament] talk about the issue, but there
isn’t a strong will to stop production of
some sub-standard vehicles.
He went to say that “I wish we spent more
time” on creating a culture of safe driving
to prevent road crashes to save more lives
rather than merely focusing on political
issues in socials medias.
Last year (March 2017-March 2018)

some 16,201 lost their lives in road accidents in the country, while the number of
those wounded in car crashes is 21 times
above this number, he lamented.
The minister added that on average 44 individuals get killed in accidents meaning that

2 people die per hour and this increase to 4
people per hour in the last month of summer.
He also commented on a campaign called
60-30 warning people of the causes of accidents. “The name of the campaign refer
to the fact that some 60 percent of the road

crashes occur 30 kilometers to the cities.”
Accidents keep happening until the culture
of safe driving is internalized, he suggested,
and that’s where the Islamic Republic of Iran
Broadcasting should play a key role.
According to World Health Organization,
more than 1.25 million people die every year
as a result of road traffic crashes. Road traffic
injuries are the leading cause of death among
people aged between 15 and 29 years.
90 percent of the world’s fatalities on
the roads occur in low- and middle-income
countries, even though these countries have
approximately 54 percent of the world’s vehicles. Road traffic crashes cost most countries
3% of their gross domestic product.
Nearly half of those dying on the world’s
roads are “vulnerable road users”: pedestrians, cyclists, and motorcyclists. Without
sustained action, road traffic crashes are
predicted to become the seventh leading
cause of death by 2030.
Road traffic injuries cause considerable economic losses to individuals, their
families, and to nations as a whole. These
losses arise from the cost of treatment as
well as lost productivity for those killed or
disabled by their injuries, and for family
members who need to take time off work
or school to care for the injured.

Organ donation cards issuance surge in Iran

S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — While only 300 organ dod
e
s
k nor cards have been issued per day on
average in the country over the past years, the number has
now increased to 14,000, deputy director for the Iranian
Society of Organ Donation has said.
Currently, some 5 million Iranians have organ donor
cards, IRNA quoted Omid Qobadi as saying on Saturday.
Some 5,000 people die of brain death annually in Iran, he
said, lamenting that out of 3,000 brain deaths reported last year
being qualified to be organ donors, only 926 donated their organs.
He went on to say that organs that can be donated in

human bodies include both kidneys and lungs, heart, liver,
intestine and pancreas.
“Last year, nearly 750 livers, 2,300 kidneys, 130 hearts,
10 lungs and 12 pancreas were donated and transplanted,” he
highlighted. The main factor in enhancing organ donation is
raising public awareness and promoting the culture of organ
donation to prevent many patients waiting in transplant
lists losing their lives, he said.
Referring to 200 to 300 donor cards being issued daily
in the past, Qobadi noted that after offering various cultural
and training courses, within two weeks, the rate increased

by 42 times, which is currently 14,000 to 15,000 per day.
Earlier in May, the Masih Daneshvari hospital’s manager
Ali Akbar Velayati said that some 10,000 people are waiting
in transplant lists and every day some 10 people waiting for
an organ lose their lives.
The Iranian Society of Organ Donation is a non-profit
organization established in 2016, aiming at raising awareness of organ donation, promoting the culture of donating
organs, education and research and offering social working
services to the families of organ donors, which have been
assigned by the Ministry of Health.

Image emerges of decomposed turtle wrapped in plastic net thought to have killed it
The body of the green sea turtle has completely decomposed
but the plastic netting believed to have killed it remains intact
around its empty shell months later, a recently released
photograph shows.
The image was taken by a film crew making an ocean
documentary while shooting on location at the Cape York
Peninsular in Australia.
They released the image to raise awareness of the issue
of “ghost netting”.
The picture is taken from the upcoming environmental
film Blue, which will be shown at the Ocean Film Festival
UK & Ireland Tour.
Rosie Fuller, 36, tour coordinator, said: “These pictures
show the horrific effects of plastic pollution and ghost nets
on marine life and the world’s oceans.
“Blue highlights issues faced by marine life around the
globe, often in wild and remote places that you would imagine

Iranian researchers
to study artificial
insemination on
Asiatic cheetahs
ENVIRONMENT TEHRAN — The environd
e
s
k ment and sustainable development research center and Royan Institute
will jointly launch feasibility study for the possibility of artificial insemination as an option
for captive breeding of Asiatic cheetahs, Jalil
Badam-Firouz, head of the research center,
said on Sunday, Mehr reported.
The environment and sustainable development research center is affiliated to the Department of Environment, and Royan Institute is a
research institute for reproductive biomedicine
and infertility treatments.
Artificial insemination has increased the
probability of cheetah impregnation as well
as viable offspring. Artificial insemination
gives researchers the ability to enhance gene
flow between wild cheetahs as well as captive
cheetahs, decreasing the negative effects of
inbreeding. It also promotes gene flow because
this technique allows scientists to breed sexually
incompatible cheetahs (zoos).
In April, Iman Me’marian, the chief veterinarian of Pardisan Rehabilitation Center said that
the two Asiatic cheetahs being kept in captivity
in Pardisan Park, Tehran, will undergo artificial
insemination. He explained that a French team
of vets will soon travel to Iran to help Iranian
experts implement artificial insemination in a
hope to rebuild stagnant cheetah populations.
The Asiatic cheetah, also known as Iranian
cheetah, is a critically endangered cheetah subspecies surviving today only in Iran numbering
at about 50.
According to Scientific American for numerous
reasons, breeding cheetahs is difficult. Because
most of the species died leaving only a small number
left to repopulate in the wild some 10,000 years
ago, unfortunately today’s cheetah population
suffers from low genetic diversity.
All living cheetahs are between 5 and 10
percent genetically alike; this similarity manifests itself in poor sperm quality, increased
disease susceptibility and high infant mortality.
To make matters worse females are picky about
which mates they choose and have delicate reproductive cycles.

are untouched by the modern world.
“The reality is very different.”
One of the images appears to show a turtle that became
trapped in ghost netting before landing on a deserted beach
at Cape York Peninsula in Far North Queensland, Australia.
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Unable to free itself, the turtle died and decomposed on
the beach with the net still firmly lodged around its shell, filmmakers believe.
“Over the past decade it’s thought that 10,000 turtles
have been impacted by the ghost nets off northern Australia
alone,” Ms Fuller added.
“The drifting nets capture all kinds of sea life, but turtles
are the most affected as they swim and feed in the currents
that carry the nets.
“They have no chance once they are caught in the nets,
and can drift for days before eventually drowning.”
The other two images show a river of plastic and a tide
of carrier bags floating beneath the ocean’s surface, both
taken in Indonesia.
“Currently just under 60 per cent of seabirds have ingested
plastic [and] this figure is expected to rise to 99 per cent by
2050,” Ms Fuller said.
(Source: The Independent)
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Putin and Merkel discuss Nord
Stream 2, Syrian reconstruction

Russian President Vladimir Putin has said
a planned trans-Baltic natural gas pipeline
linking Russia and Germany is exclusively
an economic project, in his latest remarks
over a controversial venture that has divided
Europe and raised concerns in Washington.
Speaking alongside German Chancellor
Angela Merkel on Saturday, Putin said the
Nord Stream 2 pipeline would not “close
the door to shipping gas through Ukraine”.
The comments came ahead of a meeting
between the two leaders at a German government guest house outside the capital, Berlin.
Merkel and Putin were expected to discuss
topics including Nord Stream 2, as well as
the conflicts in Ukraine and Syria in their
second bilateral meeting in three months.
In May, Merkel travelled to Sochi to meet
her Russian counterpart.
Nord Stream 2 was the subject of fierce
criticism by the United States President Donald Trump at a July NATO (North Atlantic
Treaty Organization) summit, when he said
the venture left Germany’s government “totally controlled” by and “captive” to Russia.
Merkel has backed Nord Stream 2 pipeline which, if completed, could double the
amount of gas that is already flowing directly
from Russia to Germany through the existing
Nord Stream 1 pipeline.
Speaking on Saturday, Merkel said
“Ukraine must continue to play a role in the
transit of gas to Europe once Nord Stream
2 is in place”.
Ukraine’s government has been a fierce
opponent of the project.
“It is certainly a geopolitical project aimed
to weaken Ukraine. To do everything to leave
Ukraine without profits from the existing
gas transport system.” Ukrainian President
Petro Poroshenko said in July.

Ukraine peacekeeping

Speaking ahead of their meeting, the
leaders touched on the ongoing conflict in
eastern Ukraine, where fighting between
pro-Russian separatists and forces loyal to
the Ukrainian government has killed more
than 10,000 since 2014.
Merkel said she and Putin would discuss
the prospects of a United Nations peacekeeping mission in eastern Ukraine.
“We must acknowledge that we do not
have a permanent ceasefire,” the chancellor said.

Putin also spoke about international reconstruction efforts and the humanitarian
situation in Syria.
“It’s important to help those areas that
the refugees can return to,” said Putin, whose
decision for Russia to military intervene in
Syria’s conflict tilted the odds in favor of
Syrian President Bashar al-Assad.
“I think it’s in everyone’s interests, including Europe’s.”
Merkel has previously insisted Germany
would not contribute to Syria’s reconstruction until a political settlement ending the
war has been reached.

Austrian FM wedding

Earlier on Saturday, Putin attended the
wedding of Austria’s Foreign Minister Karin
Kneissl in the small town of Gamlitz.
His invitation was criticized by Austrian opposition politicians due to tensions
between Russia and the European Union
over issues including Russia’s annexation
of Ukraine’s Crimea peninsula.
Michel Reimon, an Austrian Green member of the European parliament (MEP) called
on Kneissl to resign from her post.
“Vladimir Putin is the most aggressive
foreign adversary of the EU. It is completely
unacceptable for Kneissl to invite Putin privately to a party,” he told Austrian newspaper
Der Standard.
Austrian Vice-Chancellor Heinz-Chris-

tian Strache, the leader of Kneissl’s far-right
Freedom Party (FPO), praised the foreign
minister as a “bridge builder”.
Putin spent around an hour at the wedding and gave the newlyweds a cold press
oil machine and a landscape painting depicting “where the groom hails from” as a
present, according to Kremlin spokesman
Dmitry Peskov.

Merkel implicitly rejects Putin’s
call to help Syria reconstruction

Elsewhere, Merkel seemed to have rejected Putin’s call to financially contribute
to the Syria reconstruction.
Speaking after talks with Putin outside Berlin on Saturday, Merkel said the focus should
rather be on averting a Syrian army operation
to retake the militant-held province of Idlib.
Her retort came after the Russian leader
underlined the need for assistance to rebuild
Syria and ensure that refugees could safely
return to their homeland.
“We need to strengthen the humanitarian
effort in the Syrian conflict,” he said. “By
that, I mean above all humanitarian aid
to the Syrian people, and help the regions
where refugees living abroad can return to.”
The Russian president also put the number of refugees in Turkey at three million
while Jordan and Lebanon each host one
million refugees.
The refugees, he noted, are “potentially

a huge burden on Europe, so it is better
to do everything possible so that they can
return home.”
Putin emphasized that Syria’s basic services such as water supplies and health care
should be properly restored.
The German chancellor, however, showed
reluctance to financially engage in the Syria
reconstruction process and stressed that the
priority in Syria was “to avoid a humanitarian
catastrophe,” particularly in Idlib.
Germany is a member of the U.S.-led
coalition which has been bombarding
Syria since September 2014 without any
authorization from Damascus or a United
Nations mandate. The aerial assaults have
killed many civilians and destroyed Syria’s
infrastructure.
The Syrian army is preparing for a major
military campaign in Idlib Province, the last
remaining militant stronghold, after liberating much of the country’s south near the
Israeli-occupied Golan Heights from the
grip of Takfiri terrorists.
Former British foreign secretary Boris
Johnson said last September that the U.S.,
Britain, and their allies would not support
Syria’s reconstruction as long as President
Bashar al-Assad remained in power.
In April, the U.S. State Department’s
Acting Assistant Secretary for the Bureau
of Near Eastern Affairs David Satterfield
confirmed that Washington had no plans
to provide Syria with any support for reconstruction.
“The United States does not believe that
any reconstruction assistance should go to
any areas under the control of the Assad
regime,” he said.
On Friday, the U.S. cut its $230 million
funding for the so-called Syria stabilization
projects which have mostly gone to militants
in the past, but vowed to remain active in its
anti-Damascus bid in the country.
With more than 85 percent of Syria having
returned to the government fold, Merkel
said she had discussed with Putin the issue
of constitutional reforms in Syria.
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said
that no agreements had been reached in
Merkel-Putin meeting, but it had simply
been intended to “check the watches” after
the Sochi event.
(Source: agencies)

Taiwan improves missiles to counter China military expansion

Taiwan is responding to China’s arms buildup by developing missiles and interceptors of its own that could reduce
Beijing’s military advantage over the self-ruled island,
defense experts say.
Since President Tsai Ing-wen took office in 2016, Taiwan
has deployed one set of missiles, perfected another and
sped production of a third, the analysts say, in the latest
sign of how it’s handling a Chinese military threat that is
raising the chances of an armed confrontation.
Chinese President Xi Jinping has taken a hard line against
advocates of independence for Taiwan and has sent warships,
bombers and fighter planes on training missions circling
the democratic island in a show of strength.
While Beijing has an increasingly overwhelming military
advantage, Taiwan’s missile systems advance its odds of
holding off China in asymmetrical warfare, said Alexander
Huang, strategic studies professor at Tamkang University in
Taiwan. The term refers to effective resistance of an enemy
with targeted firepower rather than overwhelming force.
“Taiwan with limited resources can only invest in the area
that would create some kind of asymmetrical advantage,
which would dissuade the Chinese from taking actions,”
Huang said. “President Tsai has committed more or at least
expressed willingness to invest more in the asymmetrical
capability.”
The two sides have been separately ruled since the Chinese
civil war of the 1940s, and China still claims sovereignty
over Taiwan. Beijing has not ruled out using force to unify
the sides, a threat it has highlighted amid Tsai’s continuing rejection of its demand that both interact as parts of a
single Chinese nation.
Hsiung Feng IIE missiles built in Taiwan have been deployed to hit military bases in China up to 1,500 kilometers
away, said David An, senior research fellow with the policy
incubator Global Taiwan Institute in Washington, D.C.
Those missiles also underwent a “substantial upgrade”
last year to increase their effectiveness against ships, An said.
Meanwhile, Taiwan has stepped up production of its
indigenous Wan Chien air-to-ground cruise missiles by
about 100, An added.

Backing up those improvements, the locally developed
Tien Kung system can now intercept Chinese missiles at
ranges of up to 200 kilometers, An said. PAVE PAW, a U.S.
long-range early warning radar system located in Taiwan’s
high central mountain range, would track incoming missiles or aircraft.
Taiwanese Defense Ministry spokesman Chen Chungchi declined to confirm deployment of the Hsiung Feng IIE
missiles after the military news website Kanwa Defense
Review posted photos indicating they were situated about
50 kilometers west of the capital, Taipei, near the island’s
major international airport. Kanwa did not answer requests
for comment.
China’s Defense Ministry did not immediately respond
to requests for comments on Taiwan’s missile program.
“They are looking more at building their land-based
military capabilities,” said Collin Koh, maritime security
research fellow at Nanyang Technological University in
Singapore.
To pressure Tsai into meeting its demands, the communist leadership has flown military aircraft near the
island a dozen times and passed China’s only functioning
aircraft carrier through the 160-kilometer ocean strait
separating them.
China has a powerful arsenal of missiles targeting Tai-

wan and raised its military budget by 8.1 percent this year,
compared to Taiwan’s increase of about 2 percent in 20172018. China is building warships at a world-setting pace,
while also developing stealth fighters and bomb-delivering
vehicles that travel at up to six times the speed of sound.
Military experts call the deployment of the Hsiung Feng
IIE missiles likely. “It has been successfully developed,”
said Andrew Yang, a former Taiwanese defense minister
and current secretary general of the Chinese Council of
Advanced Policy Studies think tank. “They’ve test fired
many times and called it successful.”
China and Taiwan have never fought a full-scale war,
though in the late 1950s, China shelled outlying islands
controlled by Taiwan without taking them. Former Taiwanese President Ma Ying-jeou eased tensions during his
2008-2016 term by allowing talks with China on Beijing’s
terms, but frictions have resumed under Tsai.
Success in an asymmetric war would hinge on Taiwan’s
budget, the ability of its hardware and China’s attack strategy, military analysts say.
Taiwan’s current crop of missiles can probably hit ships
and sink transport vessels, An said. Taiwan should also
focus on resisting an amphibious landing, which China’s
People’s Liberation Army Navy “has not demonstrated the
ability to do without significant cost,” he said.
Taiwan still lags in submarines and stealth aircraft, An
said. It looks to the United States for much of its air force
fleet and hopes Washington will license it diesel-electric
submarine technology.
China routinely denounces defense cooperation between
Taiwan and the U.S., but has been unable to prevent what
limited arms sales and exchanges have occurred. Last Monday, President Donald Trump signed the John S. McCain
National Defense Authorization Act, which among its clauses
calls for a “comprehensive assessment of Taiwan’s military
forces” with an eye toward helping them.
“Taiwan’s greatest promise is the hope that the United
States and its allies could decide to assist Taiwan if and
when Taiwan is under threat,” An said.
(Source: AP)
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U.S. forces to stay in Iraq as
long as needed
The United States forces will stay in Iraq “as long as needed” to
help stabilize regions previously controlled by the Islamic State in
Iraq and the Levant (ISIL/Daesh) terrorist group, a spokesman
for the U.S.-led international coalition said on Sunday.

“We’ll keep troops there as long as we think they’re needed
... The main reason, after ISIS (ISIL) is defeated militarily, is
the stabilization efforts and we still need to be there for that,
so that’s one of the reasons we’ll maintain a presence,” Colonel
Sean Ryan told a news conference in Abu Dhabi.
The number of American soldiers could go down however,
depending on when other forces from the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) deploy to help train the Iraqi army, he said,
adding that about 5,200 U.S. troops are currently based in Iraq.
NATO defense ministers agreed in February to a bigger “trainand-advise” mission in Iraq after a U.S. call for the alliance to
help stabilize the country after three years of war against ISIL.
“Possibly, there could be a drawdown, it just depends on when
NATO comes in and they help train the forces as well,” Ryan said.
Iraq officially announced victory over the militants in December,
five months after capturing their stronghold Mosul.
The United States also has about 2,000 troops in Syria, assisting the Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) clear
pockets still under the control of ISIL along the border with Iraq.
“We’re starting to see a lot of collaboration between the SDF
and ISF (Iraqi Security Forces) because it used to be that they
would just come to the coalition, but now, we have them talking
to each other as well,” said Ryan. The Iraqi military has carried
out several air strikes against the ISIL in Syria since last year,
the last of which a few days ago, with the approval of President
Bashar al-Assad and the U.S.-led coalition.
SDF operations to finish off the militants on the Syrian side
have been delayed by hundreds of explosive devices planted by
ISIL, according to Ryan.
(Source: Reuters)

Health crisis in U.S., Britain
‘has social, economic roots’
A columnist and an Oxford university professor says a downward
trend in life expectancy and an increase in early deaths registered
among men and women in the United States and Britain are
rooted in economic and social malaises.
Will Hutton, a columnist for The Observer and the principal
of Hertford College, Oxford, wrote in an opinion piece on The
Guardian on Sunday that people in the U.S. and Britain “are
experiencing not merely a slowdown in life expectancy, which in
many other rich countries is continuing to lengthen, but the start
of an alarming increase in death rates across all our populations,
men and women alike.”
He called it “a barely reported public health crisis.”
In the article, Hutton cited statistics from the British Medical
Journal (BMJ) showing that midlife death rates across racial
and ethnic groups in the U.S. had increased during 1999-2016.
The BMJ article says a vicious cycle of poverty and neglect
was the main factor in the early deaths of poor working-age
Americans of all races.
Hutton said poverty alone wasn’t to blame.
“It is not just poverty, but growing relative poverty in an era of
rising inequality, with all its psychological side-effects, that is the
killer,” he wrote. He said, “Poor working-age Americans of all races
are locked in a cycle of poverty and neglect, amid wider affluence.”
And he seemed to suggest that that was also the case in Britain.
“U.S. doctors coined a phrase for this condition: ‘shit-life
syndrome,’” Hutton wrote.
“Shit-life syndrome captures the truth that the bald medical
statistics have economic and social roots,” he said.
“Patients so depressed they are prescribed or seek opioids — or
resort to alcohol — are suffering not so much from their demons
but from the circumstances of their lives. They have a lot to be
depressed about,” the academic wrote.
Hutton urged leaders and policy makers to take action to
stop the premature deaths of their working class populations,
concluding that taking no action against the phenomenon would
be equivalent to criminal negligence.
(Source: Press TV)

Nasrallah, Houthi delegation
discuss Yemen situation

800,000 displaced in flooding in southern Indian state

Some 800,000 people have been displaced
and over 350 have died in the worst flooding in a century in southern India’s Kerala
state, as authorities rushed to bring drinking
water to the most affected areas, officials
said Sunday.
At least two trains carrying about 1.5
million liters of water moved to the flooded
areas from the neighboring states of Madhya
Pradesh and Maharashtra, Indian railway
official Milind Deouskar said, according to
the Press Trust of India news agency.
After one of the trains arrived, P.H. Kurian, a top disaster management official in
Kerala, said authorities had largely restored
the state’s water supply systems. “What we
need right now is bottled water, which is
easy to transport to remote and isolated
places, where some people are still strand-

ed,” Kurian said.
Officials have called it the worst flooding in Kerala in a century, with rainfall in
some areas well over double that of a typical
monsoon season.
Thousands of rescuers were continuing
efforts to reach out to stranded people and get
relief supplies to isolated areas by hundreds
of boats and nearly two dozen helicopters,
Kurian said. He said weather conditions
had improved considerably and expected
the nearly 10,000 people still stranded to
be rescued by Monday.
An estimated 800,000 people have taken
shelter in some 4,000 relief camps across
Kerala, Kurian said.
Weather officials have predicted more rains
across the state through Monday morning.
The downpours that started Aug. 8 have

triggered floods and landslides and caused
homes and bridges to collapse across Kerala, a picturesque state known for its quiet
tropical backwaters and beautiful beaches.
In several villages in the suburbs of
Chengannur, one of the worst-affected
areas, carcasses of dead cattle were seen
floating in muddy waters on Sunday as
water began receding. However, vast rice
fields continued to be marooned and many
vehicles were submerged.
In some villages, the floodwaters had
entered homes.
Rescuers in a motorboat reached a hamlet where they tried in vain to persuade an
80-year-old woman, Bhavani Yamma, to
be taken to a government-run shelter from
her partially submerged single-story house.
“I will not come. This is my home and I

will die here,” said Yamma, who lives alone.
The team later rescued a 61-year-old
kidney ailment patient, Raveendran, who
needs dialysis twice a week.
One of the rescuers, Rajagopal, a police
constable who uses only one name, said initially “we didn’t anticipate it would be such a
big disaster.” But he said that by Wednesday,
“we realized it’s really big.”
Officials estimate that more than 10,000
kilometers of roads have been damaged.
One of the state’s major airports, in the city
of Kochi, was closed this past Tuesday due
to the flooding. It is scheduled to remain
closed until Aug. 26.
The Indian government said a naval air
base in Kochi will be opened for commercial
flights starting Monday morning.
(Source: AP)

Al Masirah said that the sit-down came within the
1
framework of “ongoing efforts to [show] the aggression and
blockade to which the Yemeni people are being subjected.”
Abdul Salam, the channel added, thanked Nasrallah for his
positions on the situation in Yemen and extended his greetings
on behalf of the Yemeni people.
The Yemeni government and the Houthis have been invited
by the United Nations for peace talks in Geneva on Sept. 6.
(Source: Daily Star)
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World Cup finalist Strinic
takes break with heart
problem

AC Milan defender Ivan Strinic has been forced to take a break
from football after a heart problem was discovered.
Strinic only signed for Milan in July and had not yet made an
appearance for the Italian giants.
The 31-year-old was part of the Croatia team that reached
the World Cup final in Russia last month.
Milan said he must “suspend temporarily all competitive
sporting activity” after he was found to have a heart condition
in a routine check.
The club said further tests would need to be carried out.
Before moving to the San Siro, Strinic played for five clubs,
including hometown team Hajduk Split and Ukrainian side Dnipro.
The defender moved to Serie A in 2015, spending two seasons
with Napoli before a switch to Sampdoria in the summer of 2017.
He has won 49 caps for Croatia in a nine-year international
career.
(Source: BBC)

Eden Hazard: I won’t leave
this year, ‘at the moment I’m
happy’
Chelsea winger Eden Hazard says he will not leave the club this
month because they can’t sign a replacement.
Hazard, 27, hinted that his time at Chelsea could be coming to
an end after the World Cup when he said he wanted to “discover
something different,” with rumours of a move to Real Madrid
circling.
But he has now pledged his commitment to Chelsea for the
foreseeable future.
“Everybody knows what I have said after the World Cup.
But I’m happy here,” he told RMC Sport after the 3-2 win over
Arsenal. “A lot has been said. A lot of stupidity too. But at the
moment I’m happy.
“I have two years left on my contract and we’ll see what happens.
Leaving this year? I won’t go. The transfer market in England is
closed. Clubs can still sell players, but not sign new ones anymore.
It would be a bit strange that they would sell me now while they
can’t sign a replacement.
“We could see today that fans love me. I’m fine here. We’ll
see what happens in a year or two.”
Hazard joined Chelsea from Lille in 2012, with his contract
expiring in the summer of 2020.
The club have been in talks over a new contract worth a reported £300,000-a-week but the forward has yet to agree terms.
(Source: ESPN)

Modric made Inter approach
Real Madrid cannot accuse Inter of ‘tapping up’ Luka Modric
because he confessed to approaching the Nerazzurri, it’s reported.
The two clubs got into an ugly public row, with legal action
threatened against La Liga President Javier Tebas, over the
midfielder’s status.
The Merengues reported Inter to FIFA for illegal contacts
with their player.
However, according to reports in Spain from Don Balon,
Modric testified to FIFA that it was he who approached Inter
via his agent and not the other way round.
He was eager to reunite with fellow Croatia internationals
Ivan Perisic, Marcelo Brozovic and Sime Vrsaljko at San Siro.
(Source: Football Italia)

Messi ‘sees things others
don’t’ says Barcelona coach
Barcelona coach Ernesto Valverde has heaped praise on Lionel
Messi’s start to the Liga season after the Argentine bounced back
from a disappointing World Cup with two goals against Alaves.
Messi sent an audacious second-half free-kick under the jumping wall and into the net for the opener, and Barca’s 6,000th La
Liga goal, at the Camp Nou on Saturday before slotting in his
second in injury-time after Philippe Coutinho had also scored
in the 3-0 win.
“With Messi, you can expect absolutely anything,” Valverde
said. “He sees things that others don’t see on the pitch.
“Sometimes we get too used to seeing it, he does things like he
did today and we want him to pull a rabbit of the hat every time.
“He’s a genius and we’re lucky to be able to see him play
every day.”
Messi has been left out of Argentina’s squad for the first postWorld Cup friendlies following reports that the five-time Ballon
d’Or winner asked to be excused from the four games.
He was unable to prevent a shambolic Argentina side from
being knocked out of the World Cup in the last 16 stage in a 4-3
defeat to eventual winners France.
(Source: AFP)
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Ronaldo, Mbappé, Messi - a winning
debut in European competitions
Cristiano Ronaldo failed to score on his Serie
A debut but champions Juventus won 3-2
at Chievo in his side’s opening match of the
2018-2019 league season on Saturday.
Ronaldo, 33, who joined the Turin giants
from Real Madrid last month in a deal worth
100 million euros ($114.5 million), clenched
his fists with delight as his team earned all
three points despite his four missed chances.
“Happy for the first victory in the Juve
jersey!” Ronaldo tweeted after the match.
Italian Federico Bernardeschi scored the
winner in injury time minutes after Chievo
goalkeeper Stefano Sorrentino was knocked
out and later hospitalised after colliding with
the Portuguese superstar.
“Everyone was waiting for the goal. It’s
a shame he couldn’t score but Sorrentino
denied him a couple of times. He was happy
we got the win anyway,” said Juventus coach
Massimiliano Allegri. “I’m happy with what
he did and he’s happy with his performance.
“We’re still getting to know Ronaldo. He
linked up well with (Paulo) Dybala today
and I was impressed by how easily he slotted
into the team.”
Brazilian left-back Alex Sandro added:
“I feel at ease with him (Ronaldo), and he’s
an excellent player. “We understand each
other, and we make a perfect team together.
We have to go on like this.”
The champions were made to work after
Germany international Sami Khedira opened
the scoring after just three minutes at the
Bentegodi Stadium for the seven-time defending champions. Polish striker Mariusz
Stepinski headed in a 37th-minute equaliser
for Chievo with Emanuele Giaccherini slotting in a penalty after 56 minutes following a
foul by new Juventus signing Joao Cancelo.
But Chievo’s Mattia Bani turned into his
own net after 75 minutes following pressure
from returning Juventus defender Leonardo

Bonucci to pull the champions level.
In a frantic finale substitute Bernardeschi
scored the winner after Mario Mandzukic had
a goal disallowed as a result of Sorrentino’s
knock with Ronaldo.
Messi with a double
Two goals from Lionel Messi either side
of a Philippe Coutinho strike allowed Barcelona to start their defence of the Spanish
title with a 3-0 win over Alaves at the Camp
Nou on Saturday night. Wearing the captain’s armband following the departure of
Andres Iniesta to Japan, Messi stepped up
to send a cheeky second-half free-kick under
the jumping wall and into the net for the
opener, and Barca’s 6,000th La Liga goal.
Coutinho, who had come off the bench,
lashed in the second goal before Messi added gloss to the scoreline in stoppage time,

with the clock having ticked past midnight
in Catalonia. While they took their time to
get going, it was an ideal opening result for
Ernesto Valverde’s side, who are hoping to
once again see off the challenges of Real
Madrid and Atletico Madrid in the battle
for the title.
The 31-year-old will be aiming to put behind him the desperate disappointment that
was Argentina’s World Cup campaign, and
he was unlucky not to get a hat-trick here.
Mbappé plays starring role
Kylian Mbappé marked his first appearance
for Paris Saint-Germain since winning the
World Cup by coming off the bench to score
a late brace that gave the French champions
a 3-1 victory at Guingamp on Saturday.
Nolan Roux had given the home side the
lead in the Brittany sunshine, and only a

combination of Gianluigi Buffon and VAR
prevented Thomas Tuchel’s side from being
further behind at half-time.
But Mbappé came on for the second half
and Neymar equalised from the penalty spot
soon after, before the 19-year-old France
starlet added two goals in the closing 10
minutes to secure the points.
It is now two wins from two in Ligue 1 this
season for PSG under new coach Thomas
Tuchel, after they swept aside Monaco 4-0
to win the campaign-opening Champions
Trophy in China. “I have very big objectives,
so there is no time to loaf around,” Mbappé
told Canal Plus at the end of the game.
“I brought something to the team but the
whole side wanted to do better after a timid
start to the match.”
(Source: AFP)

Simeone hopes Atletico resist PSG offer
for Filipe Luis

German FA boss says should have
supported Ozil more

Atletico Madrid coach Diego Simeone wants
to hold on to defender Filipe Luis amid
reports the player has received an offer
to join Paris St Germain, and said having
the transfer window open at the start of
the season is a distraction.
“All I can say about Filipe Luis is that
the player knows how much we love him
and how important he is for us,” Simeone
told a news conference ahead of Atletico’s La Liga opener against Valencia on
Monday.
“Tomorrow he will play and I’m only
thinking about tomorrow’s game and how
important it is. I always want the best for
the players who have given us so much
and obviously I don’t want Filipe to leave.”
According to a report in newspaper
Marca, the Brazil international was disappointed to be left out of the starting lineup for Atletico’s 4-2 win over Real Madrid
in the Spanish Super Cup on Wednesday
and has asked the club to accept an offer
from Ligue 1 champions PSG.
Filipe Luis, 33, has been at Atletico
since 2010 although he spent one season
at Chelsea before rejoining the Spanish
side in 2015.
Simeone said he would like the La Liga
to follow other competitions such as the

German Football Association (DFB) President Reinhard Grindel said on Sunday
he should have been more supportive of
Mesut Ozil when the midfielder was the
target of “racist attacks”.
Ozil, 29, announced his international retirement last month after Germany
crashed out of the World Cup. He said he
had faced “racism and disrespect” because
of his Turkish roots. Ozil, who had been a
key member of the 2014 World Cup-winning
side, had faced a barrage of criticism for
having his photograph taken with Turkish
President Tayyip Erdogan in May and for his
performances at the World Cup in Russia.
In his resignation statement last month,
Ozil, who has Turkish roots, also accused the
DFB and Grindel of failing to back him in
the row over the photo. In an interview with
Bild newspaper on Sunday, Grindel said he
should have handled things differently. “I
should have positioned myself more clearly
given the racist attacks from some corners
and I should have put myself in front of Mesut
Ozil,” Grindel said. “Such attacks are unacceptable. I should have found clear words.”
Ozil had been jeered in Germany’s last
warm-up games before the World Cup and
many German fans had called for him to
be dropped from the squad over the photo.

Premier League and Serie A which from this
season have decided to close their transfer
windows the day before the season started.
“It would be better for coaches to work
knowing that the transfer market ends before the league starts. It’s not easy to work
when there are still lots of things going on,”
added the Argentine coach.
“In other countries they have taken the
initiative to shorten the transfer window
and that makes everyone more calm, especially footballers who might have options
to leave in their head.”
Atletico finished runners-up last season
and their game with Valencia, who came
fourth, is by far the most intriguing of the
opening round of fixtures in Spain.
“We’ll be facing one of the most important teams in the league, a team who
have never stopped growing since (coach)
Marcelino arrived,” Simeone said.
“They play in a similar way to us, there
are obvious differences between the coaches
but a lot of similarities in the two teams’
structures.
“We expect a great atmosphere, a lot of
people in the stadium and a lot of enthusiasm. It’s a great occasion and we hope
it will be a great game.”
(Source: Eurosport)

“I am sorry he feels let down by the
DFB,” Grindel added. Ozil was made one
of the scapegoats for Germany’s earliest
exit at a World Cup for 80 years in Russia,
the side failing to get out of the group stage
despite being the defending champions.
Grindel, however, said he had never
blamed Ozil for that failure.
“It was always clear for me that we win
together and we lose together. It would be
absurd to blame one single player for our
elimination,” the 56-year-old, who took
over the DFB in 2016, said.
He also ruled out resigning over the
affair, saying he felt “strong backing from
regional federations and the Bundesliga”.
Grindel said there had been no discussion between Ozil and national coach
Joachim Loew and that any possible return
to the team would need to be discussed
among the board and the coach.
The DFB president also said he would
work towards bridging the gap that has
opened up in recent months between fans
and the national team. Some of the options
could include scheduling more open training
sessions and lowering ticket prices, while
the overall marketing concept of the team
would also be reviewed.
(Source: Reuters)

Unai Emery has work to do as Arsenal mistakes just keep coming
Arsenal head coach Unai Emery has so much work to do
as his side looked disorganised again in their 3-2 defeat to
Chelsea at Stamford Bridge.
From the moment that the fixtures came out, the fears
were there. Manchester City at home followed by Chelsea
away was a daunting start but it did at least present Unai
Emery with the chance to get his Arsenal reign off to a flyer.
A win in either game would have provided some evidence
that the change of coach could be the catalyst for a change
of fortunes.
Instead, after the 3-2 defeat on Saturday, Emery has
become the first Arsenal manager to lose his first two games
in charge since Steve Burtenshaw was beaten three times in
a row as caretaker manager in 1986. Arsene Wenger never
lost the first two games of a Premier League season during his
22-year reign at the club. This was not the change envisaged.
But it cannot come as any great surprise to Arsenal supporters that they lost this game. The Gunners had been
beaten in five of their previous six games at Stamford Bridge

and the other was a goalless draw. In scoring twice during
the first half, Emery’s side actually scored as many goals
at this ground as Arsenal had managed in those six earlier
visits combined.
They created chances and lots of them. Pierre-Emerick

Aubameyang contrived to spoon the ball over the bar when it
appeared easier to score and Henrikh Mkhitaryan ballooned
a shot over soon after that was only marginally more difficult. Time and again they managed to find space in behind
the Chelsea defence. They were well worth the two goals.
In fact, Arsenal’s 12 shots in the first half were as many
as any Premier League team has had in the opening 45
minutes this season. According to Opta, four of them were
clear-cut chances - twice as many as any side has managed
to fashion before the break. By the end, seven different
players had set up a chance and arch-creator Mesut Ozil
was not even one of them.
So it says something for just how sloppy Arsenal continue to look at the other end of the pitch that it still seemed
remarkable that they went in on level terms. After being
pulled apart by Manchester City at times, there was a hope
that Emery’s team would appear more organised second
time out. If anything, they were actually worse.
(Source: Sky Sports)
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Asian
Games:
Kourosh
Bakhtiar
takes Iran’s
first medal
S P O R T S TEHRAN — Kourosh Bakhtiar claimed
d
e
s
k Iran’s first medal in the men’s individual
poomsae event at the 2018 Asian Games on Sunday.
Bakhtiar started the competition with a win over Phal
Sovannat from Cambodia.
He beat Indonesian Abdurrahman Wahyu in quarter-final and defeated Chen Ching from Chinese Taipei
to qualify for the final.
Bakhtiar lost to South Korean Kang Min-sung in the final
and seized a silver medal.
Kang scored 8.810 points compared to Bakhtiyar’s 8.730.
Thailand’s Pongporn Suvittayarak and Chen Ching from
Chinese Taipei won the bronze medal.
The men’s individual poomsae event at the 2018 Asian

Iran national football team coach Carlos Queiroz compared
Brighton winger Alireza Jahanbakhsh to Cristiano Ronaldo.
Brighton signed Jahanbakhsh on a £17m deal in late July. It
may prove one of the deals of the season.
It bought them a robust, speedy and direct winger who was
the first Asian to be top scorer in a significant European league
and who, in a humbler way, has undergone the same growth
process as a player as Ronaldo.
“When a player starts to score he gets that addictive taste
behind the tongue. And the more he scores, the more he becomes
addicted to scoring,” Carlos Queiroz said.
“This is how Ali grew up and I compare it to Cristiano. His
development was the same,” according to the man who mentored
them both.
(Source: Sunday Times)

Iran defeat Morocco at
Wheelchair Basketball
World Championship

Hassan Yazdani wins Iran’s first gold at Asiad
godolyn Uitumen jointly won the bronze medal.
The 2018 Asian Games, officially known as the 18th Asian
Games and also known as Jakarta Palembang 2018, is a
pan-Asian multi-sport event scheduled to be held from 18
August to 2 September in the Indonesian cities of Jakarta
and Palembang.
The athletes compete in 465 events across 40 sports
and 67 disciplines.
These are the 18th edition of the quadrennial event.

Iranian Kabaddi teams start on
high notes

Poomsae practitioner Salahshouri
snatches silver

S P O R T S TEHRAN — Iran’s
d
e
s
k men’s and women’s Kabaddi teams started the 2018 Asian Games
with win in Jakarta, Indonesia on Sunday.
Iran’s women team defeated South
Korea 46-20 in Group B.
The team will face Bangladesh on
Monday.
The men’s team also beat Japan 5519 in Group B.
Iran will meet Pakistan on Monday.
The Kabaddi event kicked off from
August 19 and will go on till August 24.

S P O R T S TEHRAN — Iran’s
d
e
s
k Marjan Salahshouri
won a silver medal in women’s individual
Poomsae event in the 2018 Asian Games.
She lost to Defia Rosmaniar from Indonesia at the Plenary Hall of the Jakarta
Convention Centre.
Rosmaniar scored 8.690 to pip Salahshouri who scored 8.470.
Earlier in the day, Kourosh Bakhtiar
claimed Iran’s first medal in the men’s
individual poomsae event.
Bakhtiar won a silver medal after losing

This is the eight time that Kabaddi will
be a part of the Asiad after having its debut
in 1990 Asian Games in Beijing, China.
The 2018 Asian Games, officially known
as the 18th Asian Games and also known
as Jakarta Palembang 2018, is a pan-Asian
multi-sport event scheduled to be held from
18 August to 2 September in the Indonesian
cities of Jakarta and Palembang.
The athletes will compete in 465 events
across 40 sports and 67 disciplines.
These are the 18th edition of the quadrennial event.

to South Korean Kang Min-sung in the final.
Taekwondo is a Korean martial art that
emphasizes skill, strength, and speed of kick.
It was first introduced in Asian Games
in 1986, but missed the 1990 Beijing Asiad.
The 18th Asian Games stage 465 events
out of 40 sports, among which 330 events
from 32 sports will feature in the 2020
Tokyo Olympics.
The Games, attracting more than 10,000
athletes, will run through Sept. 2.
These are the 18th edition of the quadrennial event.

Freestyler Reza Atri wins bronze

S P O R T S Iranian freestyle wrestler Reza Atri
d
e
s
k won a bronze medal at the 2018 Asian
Games at Jakarta Convention Center in Indonesia on
Sunday.

Atri defeated Bhagawati Sah Teli from Nepal 10-0
in the men’s freestyle 57kg in the first match then beat
Indian Sandeep Tomar 15-9 in quarter-final.
The Iranian freestyler lost to Mongolian Erdenebatyn

Bekhbayar 8-2 and failed to advance to the final match.
Japanese Yuki Takahashi also claimed a bronze medal.
Erdenebat defeated North Korean Kang Kum-song
8-2 in the final match and claimed the gold medal.

Tsunami-survivor Herold ready to make Asiad waves
JAKARTA (Reuters) — Having spent five
days as a child clinging to a tree in the wake
of a tsunami, Indian cyclist Deborah Herold
has some perspective on the concept of fear
of failure in the sporting arena.
Herold, now 23, will make her Asian
Games debut at the Jakarta International
Velodrome next week but it is the tsunami
that devastated parts of Southeast Asia 14
years ago which remains the defining experience of her life.
A massive quake in the Indian Ocean
triggered a tsunami that killed some
228,000 people, the majority in the Indonesian province of Aceh on the northern
tip of Sumatra island.
Herold grew up in Andaman and
Nicobar Islands, which are located close
to Sumatra far to the east of the Indian
mainland, and she vividly remembers
the Sunday morning when her mother
came rushing into the room where she
and her sister slept.
“I was probably nine then. She screamed
‘Get up and run fast’, and so we did,” Herold
told Reuters in an interview.
“We ran out and reached a field. Our village was pretty close to the sea and the sea
was roaring. I was holding mom’s hand but

suddenly I found myself engulfed by water.
Even mom didn’t realize when we split.”
Panic set in but Herold had the presence
of mind to climb a tree, while the water continued to rise beneath her.
“I spent five days perched on the tree.
Maybe longer, but the trauma had dulled
my senses,” she recalled.
“I just cried and cried. I had mosquito
bites all over my body and I grew so weak.”
Finally a search party arrived to start

clearing the corpses of the many dead and
Herold had to muster up all her strength to
scream for help.
“They got me down,” she said. “I had
given up hopes of seeing my family again.
My parents feared I had been swept away.
When we finally reunited, you can imagine
how much I cried.”
Life was soon back on track, literally so
for Herold who dabbled with athletics before
discovering the joy of cycling after a ride on

15

Jahanbakhsh compared to
Ronaldo by Queiroz

Games took place on 19 August 2018 at Jakarta Convention
Center Plenary Hall, Jakarta, Indonesia.
Poomsae, which requires taekwondo practitioners to
demonstrate attacking and defense moves of the Korean
martial art, is an official Asian Games medal discipline for
the first time in Jakarta.
The 2018 Asian Games, officially known as the 18th Asian
Games and also known as Jakarta Palembang 2018, is a
pan-Asian multi-sport event scheduled to be held from 18
August to 2 September in the Indonesian cities of Jakarta
and Palembang.
The athletes will compete in 465 events across 40 sports
and 67 disciplines.
These are the 18th edition of the quadrennial event.

S P O R T S TEHRAN — Freestyle wrestler Hassan
d
e
s
k Yazdani took Iran’s first gold medal in
the 2018 Asian Games on Sunday.
Yazdani defeated Domenic Abounader from Lebanon
10-0 in the final match of the men’s freestyle 86kg.
“I am very happy to win the gold medal in the Asian
Games. I dedicate my medal to my people and I wish them
all the best,” Yazdani said after winning the gold medal.
Kazakhstan’s Adilet Davlumbayev and Mongolian Or-

S

her cousin’s bike.
“Then came a cycling competition and I
asked dad if I could use his cycle,” she said
with a smile. “He let me use it, but I had to
promise to him that I’d win, which I did.”
She did well enough to be noticed by the
Sports Authority of India officials who took
her into the SAI center in Port Blair, the
capital of the Andamans.
“There I learned what a velodrome is,
even though it was outdoors,” said Herold, who will compete in team sprint and
keirin in Jakarta.
“It was there that I first rode a bike
with gears.”
Since being selected for a national camp,
she has moved to New Delhi, won three
medals in Track Asia Cup and risen to
number four in the individual rankings
in 500 meters time trial.
Herold, who has drawn plenty of attention
for wearing her hair short in a nation where
women have traditionally kept it long, has
great admiration for trailblazing female athletes like boxer MC Mary Kom and gymnast
Dipa Karmakar.
“Like them, I too want to do well, and
possibly win an Olympic medal. I want to
do well for India,” she said.

TASNIM — Iran earned second win in a row at the International
Wheelchair Basketball Federation (IWBF) World Championships on Sunday.
The Iranian team, who started the event with a 67-63 win
over Germany, beat African champions Morocco 75-46 at the
Wilhelmsburger Inselparkarena in Hamburg, Germany.
Iran, who have been drawn in Pool A, will face Canada on Monday.
Pool B includes the U.S., South Korea, Poland and Great Britain.
Turkey, Brazil, Japan, and Italy are in Pool C and Pool D
comprises Australia, Argentina, Spain and the Netherlands.
The International Wheelchair Basketball Federation (IWBF)
World Championships for both men and women take place from
August 16–26, 2018 in Hamburg, Germany.
The 2018 IWBF World Championships feature 16 men’s teams
and 12 women’s teams vying for the world title.

Japan chasing history
In-form England are all that stand between Japan and a first ever
appearance in the FIFA U-20 Women’s World Cup final, with
the two sides set for a mouth-watering semi-final on Monday.
An excellent 3-1 quarter-final win over Germany has the Asian
champions on the verge of making history.
Despite producing world champion squads at senior and
U-17 levels, and reaching the FIFA U-20 Women’s World Cup
final four in 2012 and 2016, a semi-final win - and a place in the
decider - has previously eluded Japan.
Germany were simply too good for them in Tokyo in 2012,
storming to a 3-0 lead within 20 minutes, while the 2-1 extra
time loss to France in Papua New Guinea two years ago was a
game the Asian powerhouse could have won.
But, with all three previous winners of the competition eliminated before the semi-finals, there is a sense that the 2018 edition
of the FIFA U-20 Women’s World Cup is up for grabs.
That none of the previous champions are still in contention
is down to Futoshi Ikeda’s side as much as anyone. They dealt a
major blow to the United States’ campaign with a 2-1 win in the
group stage before eliminating the Germans on Friday.
Japan’s win over DPR Korea in last year’s AFC U-19 Women’s Championship Final means this generation of players has
defeated all three previous world champions at this age level.
While that is bound to instil confidence, semi-final foes England
will certainly be no pushovers. They have been among the most
impressive outfits in France, remaining undefeated through four
matches and scoring 12 goals in the process.
The attacking trio of Georgia Stanway, Alessia Russo and
Lauren Hemp have contributed 11 of those goals, with Stanway’s
tally of five the equal-highest in the tournament.
The Manchester City starlet has found the back of the net in
every match so far, with her two goals in three minutes last time
out taking England from 1-0 down to 2-1 to change the face of
their quarter-final tie against Netherlands.
Japan’s goals have largely been provided by strike duo Saori Takarada (pictured above) and Riko Ueki, with four each, while winger
Jun Endo has caught the eye with sensational individual displays.
The 18-year-old Fukushima Academy player had four assists
in the 6-0 thumping of Paraguay, before scoring the all-important
opening goal against Germany to set her side on the road to victory.
Speaking after Friday’s success, she said finding the back of the
net would be a further boost to her already sky-high confidence.
“Before (the Germany) match, I have only been able to record
an assist, so the fact I managed to score a goal gives me great
confidence,” said Endo
“I haven’t been able to score a goal for a while, and it has
been a disappointing stretch for me, so I am very happy that I
finally got the goal.”
“I am very relieved for now, but we have another tough match
ahead of us, so we must prepare ourselves so that we can display
our style of football in our next match as well.”
The sides have only met once before in the competition, when
Emi Nakajima and Toni Duggan were both on the score-sheet
as Japan won 3-1 in 2010.
A repeat of that result would see the Young Nadeshiko play
off for the title of World Champions against either France or
Spain on Friday.
(Source: the-afc)

Sergio Aguero gets hat trick
Manchester City sent another warning to rivals for the English
Premier League that they were ready to defend the crown won
last season after they mauled Huddersfield Town 6-1.
The game at home was City’s second match of the game, after
beating Arsenal 2-0 in the opener at Emirates Stadium in London.
Today’s match saw the champions going top of the table, with
eight goals in the bag.
Argentine striker Sergio Aguero netted a hat trick, scoring in
the 25th, 35th and 76th minute of the game.
Gabriel Jesus, David Silva scored two other goals, on either
side of the half, while Terence Kongolo of Huddersfield Town
gifted City a sixth goal in the 85th minute, under pressure.
The only goal for Huddersfield was scored in the 43rd minute
by Jon Gorenc-Stankovic.
(Source: Today.ng)
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CEO of Serbian library
Viktor Lazic to lecture
in Tehran
A
d

T TEHRAN – The CEO of the Lazic Library
k in Serbia, Viktor Lazic, who is also heir to a
long tradition of a family library that operated in Vojvodina
from 1882 until 1977, is planning to deliver a speech about
the library in Tehran.
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Evening: 20:07

Dawn: 4:57 (tomorrow)

Sunrise: 6:28 (tomorrow)
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Thousands bid farewell to legendary
actor Ezzatollah Entezami
Entezami’s old friend Ali Nasirian
1
was called on stage next to tell of his good
moments with Entezami.
He expressed his thanks to the people
who gathered to bid farewell with their
national actor.
“He belonged to the people. He breathed
life into the roles he played from within his
own soul and spirit. He visualized the roles
with all his heart and then played them.
That is why they have all been carved in
our hearts and turned out to be eternal.
“He is not dead, he is still alive with
all the works he has done throughout the
years,” he said.
Fatemeh Motamed-Arya who co-starred
with Entezami in Rakhshan Bani-Etemad’s
1995 acclaimed drama “The Blue-Veiled”
next appeared on stage to say goodbye to
the master.
“We are all here to say goodbye to
the individual who taught us hope and
discipline. There is no reason to cry. When
someone is registered on the history of
Iran forever, there is no need to cry for
him. He was always energetic, decent and
disciplined,” she said.
“Do not cry for the national history of
Iran and learn to live like the one who always
lived with respect and dignity,” she noted.
“I cry in my heart for him but I know
that artists enjoy a high position, and they
are eternal. I wish that all artists would
live with dignity and respect like him,”
she concluded.
Culture Minister Seyyed Abbas Salehi
also delivered a short speech at the
ceremony.
“His dignity and morals made him an
everlasting actor. He was rooted in the
culture of this land. He lived with art, and

Pallbearers carry the coffin of actor Ezzatollah Entezami during his funeral in the courtyard of Tehran’s Vahdat Hall on August 19,
2018. (Mehr/Maryam Kamyab)
knew the value of this gem. He was careful
in choosing his roles and breathed life into
the roles he played. He is not gone, he is
still with us,” he noted.

Entezami’s son, Majid, called his father a
gem that he could not keep and save forever.
He also thanked all the organizations who
helped him hold the funeral ceremony in

the best way possible.
Entezami was taken to Behesht Zahra
Cemetery and buried in the Artists Section
of the cemetery.

Munich library asks Iranian publishers
to help enhance Persian section

Syria to screen
“Damascus Time”

A view of the International Youth Library in Munich
A
R
T TEHRAN – A coor- donate their books to the library after the
d
e
s
k dinator of the Interna- fair is over.
tional Youth Library in Munich has asked
“The library is currently home to about
Iranian publishers to donate books to help 4000 Persian books and we hope to inenrich its Persian collection.
crease the number with the help of Iranian
In a statement published on Sunday, publishers,” she said.
The Iran Cultural Fairs Institute has
Leila Maktabifard, a Persian language specialist who collaborates with the library announced that over 20 Iranian publishers
and the Children’s Book Council in Iran, and several literary agencies and associations
asked the Iranian publishers that plan to will attend the Frankfurt Book Fair 2018,
attend the Frankfurt Book Fair 2018 to which will be running from October 10 to 14.

Hadi Hejazifar (C) acts in a scene from “At Damascus Time” directed by Ebrahim
Hatamikia.
A
R
T TEHRAN — “Damas- by the Daesh forces in Syria while they
d
e
s
k cus Time” by Ebrahim
are in the country to deliver a cargo of
Hatamikia will hit the silver screens in humanitarian relief supplies to people in
Syria on Friday, a public relations team a war-torn region.
announced on Saturday.
Hadi Hejazifar and Babak Hamidian
The film will go on screen in five the from Iran and several Syrian and Lebanese
Syrian cities of Damascus, Aleppo, Deir actors star in the movie that brought Hatal Zour, Homs and Latakia for one week. amikia a Crystal Simorgh for best director
“Damascus Time” is about an Iranian at the 36th Fajr Film Festival in Tehran
pilot and his copilot son who are captured in February.

John Williams composition about
ghost makes world premiere

UK police return Buddha statue to
India 57 years after it was stolen

LENOX, Mass. (AP) — A new John
Williams composition about a ghost
said to have scared Leonard Bernstein
is making its world premiere.
“Highwood’s Ghost, an Encounter
for Harp, Cello, and Orchestra” was
performed Sunday at Tanglewood in
Massachusetts, the summer home of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
The ghost haunts Highwood House,
a building on the Tanglewood property.
Many people have reported encoun-

LONDON (Reuters) — British police
have returned a 12th Century Buddha
statue stolen in India 57 years ago.
The Buddha, a bronze statue with silver
inlay, was one of 14 statues stolen in 1961
from the Archaeological Survey of India
site museum in Nalanda, eastern India.
The statue was handed over at the
Indian High Commission in London
on Wednesday to coincide with India’s
independence day celebrations.
It had changed hands several times

Lazic Library CEO Viktor Lazic in an undated photo
The lecture will take place at 3 p.m. at the Malek National
Library and Museum, the organizers have announced.
Lazic is considered as one of Serbia’s most well-known
modern travel writers. During his travels, he spends most
of his resources on finding new books and artifacts for his
library.
“The Lazic Library, which was officially founded in 1882,
has survived nine generations to date,” wrote the Society
for Culture, Art and International Cooperation (ADLIGAT)
that is the coordinator of the library, the Museum of Serbian
Literature and the Book and Travel Museum.
“We have more than one million bibliographic units, of
which many thousands are considered rarities.
We are building a potent cultural institution, based in
Belgrade, which will serve as a linchpin for Serbian culture,”
it added.

Farhad Hassanzadeh
nominated for Astrid
Lindgren Award
A
d

T
TEHRAN – Farhad Hassanzadeh, the
k
Iranian writer of children’s books such as
“The Backyard” and “Watermelon with Love” has been selected
as one of Iran’s nominations for the 2019 Astrid Lindgren
Memorial Award.
The 56-year-old Hassanzadeh who is the author of over 80
books has been picked by the Children’s Book Council of Iran.
The council has also nominated “Read with Me”, a nationwide
plan for promotion of reading, for the award, which is presented
by the Swedish government to promote children’s and youths’
literature in the world.
e
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ters with the specter over the years,
but Bernstein’s story is perhaps the
most famous. Bernstein said he was
approached by an apparition in 1990
while sitting by a window on the second
floor. Startled, he sprang from his seat
and called out to the figure.
Williams said he wrote the piece
for fun and to “provide the unusual
combination of harp and cello an opportunity to set the stage for an ectoplasmic visit.”

since it was stolen before it was finally
identified at a trade fair in March 2018.
“This case has been a true example of
co-operation between law enforcement,
the trade and scholars,” said Detective
Constable Sophie Hayes, of London’s
Metropolitan Police Art and Antiques
Unit.
“We must applaud all those involved
in the identification and the return of
the statue. As from the outset everyone
involved cooperated fully.”

Masterpiece theater: Chinese make-up artist brings paintings to life
Iranian writer Farhad Hassanzadeh in an undated photo
The plan was initiated by the Institute for Research on
the History of Children’s Literature in 2011 to make quality
books accessible to disadvantaged children in marginal
areas of big cities and those living in remote and deprived
areas of Iran.
Iran’s nominations for the Astrid Lindgren Memorial
Award are selected every year by the Institute for Intellectual
Development of Children and Young Adults, the Iranian
Association of Writers for Children and Youth, and the Children’s
Book Council of Iran.
Writers Jamshid Khanian and Hushang Moradi Kermani,
children’s literature expert Ali-Asghar Seyyedabadi, and a
mobile library program that promotes reading in remote
regions and villages have been nominated for the award by
the organizations over the past week.
The Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award was established in
2002 by the Swedish National Council for Cultural Affairs to
commemorate writer Astrid Lindgren.

CHONGQING, China (Reuters) —
Marilyn Monroe, Audrey Hepburn and
Cristiano Ronaldo are just a few of the
famous faces that Chinese make-up artist
He Yuhong can transform her features into,
but now she’s turning to famous artworks.
The 27-year-old has gone viral on Chinese
social media for her videos of her make-up
transformations, drawing a million followers
on popular video and music platform TikTok.
“It’s more difficult to do this kind of makeup, because it’s more like drawing,” said
He, who is based in the southwestern city
of Chongqing.
“I need to draw other people’s faces onto
my own, with a lot of details added, and I
need to change my facial features.”
He has even taken on characters from
paintings, such as the “Girl with a Pearl
Earring” by 17th-century Dutchman

A combination picture shows makeup artist He Yuhong, also known as “Yuya”, posing without
her makeup and garments (L), and without her makeup (C) following her transformation (R)
into the “Girl with a Pearl Earring”, the 17th century oil painting by Dutch painter Johannes
Vermeer, at her house in Chongqing, China August 14, 2018. (Reuters/Thomas Suen)

Johannes Vermeer.
It took her more than six hours to recreate,
carefully adding layers of foundation to her
face to replicate shadows, and wearing a
headscarf to match the one on the canvas.
In May, He kicked off her video series,
unexpectedly bringing to life Leonardo Da
Vinci’s “Mona Lisa” in a recreation that
captured attention on social media.
Before she became a blogger on the
transformative use of make-up, she had her
own studio, applying cosmetics in preparation
for weddings and advertisement shoots.
Now she estimates her monthly spend
on make-up is up to 10,000 yuan ($1,452).
She is backed by corporate sponsors.
“I like to try new things,” He said, adding
that characters from the “Lion King” and
princesses in Disney animated films are
next in her lineup for imitation.

